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Thurs., Nov. 13, 1975

Rally Set for Thursday
By Debbie Kaslauskas
The
New
Jersey
Student
Association
(NJSA) unanimously
voted to stage a rally to fight tuition
on Thurs. Nov 20 in Trenton at the
State House.
The state colleges feel a need to
publicly express their concerns about
a possible tuition hike according to
Manny C. Menendez, SGA president
and newly elected NJSA treasurer.
T HE
SGA
w ill
provide
tra n s p o rta tio n
for
interested
students. Buses will depart from MSC
on Thurs., Nov. 20 at approximately
9 am and w ill return following the
rally, which is scheduled to run from
11:30 to 1:30 pm.
The rally is to be organized into a
cohesive plan with a dual purpose,
Menendez affirmed. It w ill be a battle
against a possible tuition increase in
January as well as in favor of the
passage of a $10 m illion bill
recommended by the Board of
Higher Education for supplementing
education.
Presently, this proposed bill Is
unauthorized and therefore no action
can be taken on it, Menendez said.
LEO
JACOBY,
N JS A
vice-president and president of the
MSC Council on Commuter Affairs
(COCA), felt, " I t is important to get
the $10 m illion bill through and
lobbying efforts
will
hopefully
procure an author for the b ill."
The rally's purpose exceeds the
battlegrounds and Menendez hopes
the NJSA w ill get down to serious
negotiation with the legislators and
NJ Governor Brendan T. Byrne at the
State House rally.
Menendez wants the legislators to
"listen to what we have to say
because when there is political
turm oil," as there is a division in the
House, "there is deterioration in the
educational process."
THIS STATEMENT by Menendez

was confirmed by The Chronicle of
Higher Education. The Chronicle
ranks New Jersey 50th in the entire
nation
in
appropriations
for
education. It said, "New Jersey was
one of the eight states that could be
said to have failed to keep pace with
the inflation rate during the past two
years."
The Chronicle continued, "A fte r
appropriations were adjusted fo r this
inflation rate, the states whose
appropriation for. higher education
provided less purchasing power in
1975-1976 than in 1973-1974.
This means that, although incomes
in New Jersey are high, the dollar is
buying less and as a result education
is suffering severely, Menendez said.
NOT ONLY does this evidence

make the tuitio n rally more logical
but it also makes the request for
a $10 million appropriation bill more
necessary, Menendez affirmed.
The rally itself will be divided into
two forces. One force, consisting of
the NJSA and other groups, will
lobby in the State House, and
students will express their concern
for the proposed tuition hike.
MSC
President
David
W.D.
Dickson, is presently preparing a
tuition statement to make on
campus. However, in a telephone
conversation
with
Menendez,
Dickson stated that it is wise to urge
direct lobbying provided students
talk to legislators in an effective way.
MARCOANTONIO LACATENA,
president of American Federation of

Teachers (AFT), is in favor of the
rally and plans to give support to the
NJSA at the rally.
So far Menendez views the rally as
being an organized demonstration.
He and Earl Quinzel, SGA president
of Glassboro State College, will issue
news packets to insure that students
will demonstrate in an effective,
cohesive way.
Jacoby feels this rally will be
effective in its aim. He said that last
year's rally on the teacher's strike
was backed by the students and was
conducted in an orderly effective
manner. Jacoby said so far many
MSC students have expressed their
support of the rally.
THE
RALLY
itself,
should
guarantee "effective and responsible

demonstrating," Menendez said. He
feels that NJSA has a valid case to
discuss with the legislators and
Byrne. "I know my ammunition and
if it's caps or bullets," Menendez
exclaimed.
The NJSA's "a m m unition " is
that students negotiate in to a
contract when theypay their tuition.
If the state decides to change the
price, that is a breach of contract.
IN THE event that this legal threat
is unsuccessful, the next proposal,
according to Menendez, would be an
appeal to students to hold back
tuition monies and send them to a
special SGA escrow account.
A more drastic measure would be
to hold back tuitions entirely,
Menendez said.

Surveys Fault Administration
By Rich Figel
Determined to get administrative
action, SGA president Manny C.
Menendez told the MONTCLARION,
"This involves a lot more than just
the Health Center itself. It’s time for
a réévaluation of priorities before
something serious happens."
Two
weeks
ago
Menendez
introduced emergency legislation that
called for an examination o f center
services. With the help of concerned
student Frances Morgen, surveys
evaluating
the
infirmary
were
circulated and are currently being
processed.
SO FAR the surveys show few
serious incidents. However a large
percentage of complaints against the
cen ter
in d ic a te
th a t
the
administration may be at fault. James
Harris, assistant dean of students and
center administrator, admitted that
not having a full-time director is
definitely a problem.

"N orm ally the doctor is director
but she's only here two hours a day.
That means the doctor’s not here to
see what's going on all the time.
Administratively I know a lo t but
medically I don’t , ” Harris said.
Dr. Lillian Rosenberg is at the
center 9 - 1 1 am, Monday through
Friday, but can be called in for
emergencies. Rosenberg has a private
practice in Montclair and might be
eligible for tenure at MSC, according
to Harris. Harris described the doctor
as "em m inently qualified and quite
frank."
HARRIS ADDED that he would
like to see the addition of another
parttime doctor in the afternoon and
lab equipment.
Harris said, "The center can give
pregnancy examinations, treat colds
and confine students in the infirmary
for tw o or three days if necessary. I
think the Health Center is adequate
for what we handle."

Lack o f lab equipment means
illness can often be diagnosed
incorrectly or too late. One response
to the survey read, " I went to the
infirmary and the doctor didn't do
anything except tell me to go to the
lab fo r tests. My parents had to come
up from Atlantic City to take me
home. I found out I had a bladder
infection."
ANOTHER RESPONSE showing
the need for lab equipment read as
follows, " I had very severe pains in my
side. They gave me two pills and told
me to come back later. Later that
day I was rushed to Mountainside
Hospital where they told me I had a
kidney infection."
In emergencies or accidents the
center and campus security are
supposed to respond.
However
Menendez pointed out that under
administration
hiring
standards,
uncertified campus police are not
required to have first aid training.

Harris feels that complaints about
the
nurses and
doctor
being
impersonal or unfriendly can be
handled administratively. "They're
professionals, not friends. There may
be a gap in communications," he
said.
ACCORDING TO Harris another
part-time doctor would cost between
$15,000 to $20,000 a year. " I'd like
to have a budget of $2000 to $5000
for lab equipment," he added.
Harris said the money could come
from the SGA, part o f the $17.50
student service fee or both. "We
could also get additional nurses
through some kind o f co-operative
intern program," Harris suggested.
Menedez agrees w ith Harris on the
need for another doctor and lab
equipment but stressed that the
center should be open full-tim e as
soon as possible. The SGA is
evaluating the infirm ary through its
Welfare/lnternal Affairs committee.

AFT Sues for Pay
By Barbara Ponsi
New Jersey’s fiscal troubles have caused problems for
teachers as well as students, as reflected in the lawsuit the
American Federation of Teachers (AFT) has filed,
demanding that they be paid the increments which they
were supposed to be paid at the beginning of this semester
According to New Jersey AFT president Marcoantonio
Lacatena, the state has refused to pay increments to all
70,000 of its state employees. He added that the AFT is
the only union to have gone to court to get the increment
while the other unions have turned to fact-finding
agencies.
HE EXPLAINED that an increment constitutes 5%of
an employee's base salary which is paid every year for
seven years until a maximum salary level is reached.
"The fact-finders issued a report about three weeks ago
recommending that the increment be paid," Lacatena
said.
He added, "The governor has not yet accepted the
recommendation. Furthermore, the recommendation is
not binding on the governor."
THE AFT case has been filed in Union County
Superior Court and litigation has been proceeding for
aobut three months, Lacatena said.
He could not predict how long the case would be in
court before a decision is reached, commenting, "The

wheels of justice grind exceedingly slow."
"There are precedents in other states where favorable
AFT rulings have been made,' Lacatena said.
"W HAT WE are suing for is what people have coming,"
he asserted. "O ther unions have taken on an empty
promise instead of fighting for their rights."
In addition to the lawsuit, the AFT is bargaining with
the state for a 12% cost of living increase. Lacatena
explained that the most recent Bureau of Labor statistics
indicate that the cost of living has risen by 12%.
So far, "The state has refused to negotiate in a
meaningful way," according to Lacatena.
IF THE demands of the AFT are not met, Lacatena
predicts that there w ill be "disgruntled teachers
experiencing a feeling of the blahs."
"Morale will go down and efficiency will be effected,"
he added.
Considering that money is tigh t in the state now,
Lacatena advocated "throw ing on some kind of a tax."
"IF THERE isn't an income tax, state employees will
be laid o ff, services w ill be cut and tuition will be raised
since the state w ill be looking for every damm place they
can get a dim e," Lacatena said.
The AFT represents about 50% of MSC teachers and
about 50% of all state college teachers, Lacatena
estimated.

M O N TCLARIO N /Jeff Sanders

WIZARD OF MSC: Tony award winning dancer /entrepreneur Geoffrey Holder
cavorted during his lecture /concert Wednesday in Memorial Auditorium ,
sponsored by the College Life Union Board.
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TODAY, THURS., NOV. 13
APPLICATIONS DUE. Graduating and
certification students eligible for January
1976 teaching certificates should apply at
the registrar's office through Fri., Nov. 14.
TICKET SALE. For trip to Tues., Nov. 25
Chicago concert at Nassau Coliseum,
sponsored by the College Life Union Board
(CLUB). Student Center lobby.
EXHIBIT. "Borrowed in New Jersey,"
sponsored by the cultural programming
office. Gallery One, today through Fri.,
Nov. 14, 9 am-5 pm. Free.
EXHIBIT. "The Exhibitionists," sponsored
by the fine arts council. Center ballroom C,
9 am-8 pm, through Fri., Nov. 14. Free.
TICKET SALE. Bids ($18 per couple) for
Wed., Dec. 3 Winter Ball, sponsored by
CLUB. Center lobby, 10 am-3 pm.
ART FORUM. Lecture/discussion featuring
sculptor Bill Finneran, sponsored by the
fine arts department. Calcia Auditorium, 1
pm. Free.

free.
DANCE.
Featuring
"Free
Wheelin,"
sponsored by the Anthropology Club. Life
Hall Cafeteria, 9 pm-1 am. Admission: SGA
ID, 50 cents; all others, 75 cents.

FACULTY
RECITAL.
Fuaturing
the
Montclair
String
Quartet.
McEachern
Recital Hall, 4 pm. Free.
MON., NOV. 17
GUITAR LESSONS. Sponsored by SILC.
Center fourth floor meeting rooms, 9-10
am. Free.
EXHIBIT. Sponsored by the Ukranian Club.
Center ballroom C, 1-6 pm. Free.
YOGA
LESSONS. Subject to prior
registration and $12 payment, sponsored by
the Women's Center. Women's Center;
beginning 6:30-7:45 pm, intermediate,
8-9:15 pm.
FOLK DANCING. Sponsored by the
International Student Organization. Life
HaM Cafeteria, 8 pm.
FILM. "Last Tango in Paris,” sponsored by
CLUB Cinema. Memorial Auditorium, 8 and
10 pm. Admission: $1 (Proof o f age 18 will
be required).

FRI., NOV. 14
FILM. "II Mafioso," sponsored by the
Italian Club. Center ballrooms, 7 pm.
Admission: $1.
FLOOR HOCKEY. Sponsored by SILC.
College High gym, 8:15-10 pm. SGA ID
free.
EVENTS IN THE ARTS. Featuring mime
Adam Darius, sponsored by the cultural
programming office. Memorial Auditorium ,
8:30 pm. Admission: SGA ID, $1.50; all
others, $2.50.
SAT., NOV. 15
MASS. Sponsored by Newman community.
Newman House, 6:30 pm.
FOOTBALL. Glassboro State College.
Sprague Field, 8 pm.
SUN., NOV. 16
MASS. Studio Theater, 11 am. Newman
House, 7:30 pm.

CRAFT SHOP. Life Hall. Open Monday
through Wednesday 2-5 and 6-9 pm,
Thursday 2-5 pm and Saturday 3-6 pm.
M E E T IN G .
CLUB general
board
membership. Center fourth floo r meeting
rooms, 4 pm.
IN T R A M U R A L S .
P latform
tennis
competitions, sponsored by the Student
Intramural Leisure Council (SILC). Platform
tennis courts, 5-11 pm.
VO LLEYBALL. Sponsored by SILC. Panzer
Gyms one and two, 8-9:30 pm. SGA ID

HEBREW LESSONS. Sponsored by Jewish
Student Union (JSU). Life Hall room
A-201, 8-9 pm. Free.
TUES., NOV. 18
PLANT SALE. Sponsored by CLUB. Center
lobby, 10 am.
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WED., NOV. 19
LECTUR E/DISCUSSI ON. "Opportunities
for Women" featuring MSC career services
dlrecotr Charles Bargerstock, sponsored by
the Women's Center. Women's Center,
noon. Free.
WATER POLO. Sponsored by SILC. Panzer
Gym pool, 6-7 pm. Free.
SLIMNASTICS. Sponsored by SILC. Panzer
Gym three, 7-8:30 pm. Free.
MEETING.
JSU general membership.
Math/Science room 103, 7-8 pm.
MASTER CLASS. Featuring Janet Soares,
sponsored by the Dance Club. College High
gym, 7:30 pm. Admission: SGA ID, 50
cents; all others, $1.
CATACOMB. Disco Catacomb, sponsored
by CLUB Catacombs. Life Hall Cafeteria, 8
pm. Admission: 50 cents.
11 I 111 I

filASDE
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Interested students. Center fourth floor
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Accident Raises Ambulance Question
By Janet Byrne
An accident that occurred here
Friday afternoon when a quadriplegic
student strapped to his electric
wheelchair overturned twice down
half a flight of stairs has provoked
one student, who administered first
aid for 15 minutes before an
ambulance arrived, to remonstrate
the absence of an on-campus

ambulance service.
Robert Martinson, paralyzed for
eight years from the chest down as a
result of a swimming accident,
"seemed to have a blackout and his
hand hit the control," activating the
forward mechanism on his chair
while seated near the brink of the
first step leading from the third floor
lounge in the Student Center to the

main floor, according to Mrs. N.F.
Martinson, mother of the accident
victim.
According to Mary Russell, a
student at the site, five minutes had
elapsed by the time she arrived on
the platform which breaks the flight
of 22 steps in half.
" I t seemed like a good 20 minutes
between the time he fell and the time

Trade Alpha for Delta
By Lillian A. French
The men's business fraternity,
independent
of
the
national
fraternity organization since Oct. 29
adopted a new name. Delta Kappa Psi
at Wednesday's meeting.
The new fraternity plans to meet
all the requirements of the SGA to
remain
a
recognized
chartered
organization. At the meeting the
minutes
were
recognized
and
approved. This action ratifies the
independent vote and change of
advisors that took place at the Oct.
29 meeting.
MAIMNY C. Menendez, SGA
president foresees no problems with
the fraternity. He observed, ' They
are an existing chartered organization
whose name and outside affiliation
have been changed.
"Amendment changes will have to
come to the SGA legislature and
Constitution Review Committee for
ratification. A t this point if they are
approved they will remain the

recognized chartered organization of
the SGA," he said.
Robert Longo, President of the
organization, classified the state of
Delta Kappa Psi as "a rebuilding
process, the main thing being to build
up the spirit in the fraternity."
HE WENT on to say that "m ajor
changes in the constitution put the
responsibility on the members and
not on the chapter to take action.
"The advisor's role is now defined
as one who advises and recommends,
with no power over the fraternity,"
Longo assured.
The controversy arose when Alpha
Kappa Psi (AKY), severed itself of
national
ties
with
its
parent
organization, lota Rho.
AS FAR as Dr. Frederick J. Kelly,
administrative sciences department
chairman, is concerned, the vote
taken at the Oct. 29 meeting was a
legal one, as it meant meeting the
requirements spelled out by the
constitution and bylaws governing

AKY.
The constitution as amended last
May 8, and approved by the
membership, read as follows: "Where
a vote is required during the
operation of this chapter a two-thirds
m ajority of the members in good
standing present shall be required for
the approval of all issues with the
exception o f the election of officers
and as otherwise provided for in the
laws of the Fraternity."
Kelly reiterated, "the organization
took a legal vote to change certain
aspects of its functioning.
“ THERE HAS not been any great
student input stating that this is a
tragedy
to
lose this national
organization," Kelly said.
Longo summed up by remarking,
"We w ill now put a greater emphasis
on service to the department of
administrative sciences.
"We haven't been functioning since
September and now we can and w ill,"
he concluded.

the ambulance came," Russell said.
RUSSELL stated that the town
emergency squad for which she
works reaches any point in her
borough w ithin three minutes. " I f we
had an ambulance on campus we
wouldn't have had to worry about
what town to call," she said.
Russell cited an emergency that
took place on campus a week ago
when Dennis Yanowski, a student
p la y in g
in tra m u ra l
football,
considered walking to his car after
tearing ligaments because the wait for
an ambulance was similarly lengthy.
As a result of Friday's accident
Martinson, according to his mother,
has a broken nose and a "very
bruised" face. "His eyes are swollen
and blackened, he has a cut over his
eye that’s been stiched up, his lips are
swollen and cut and he has a couple
of cracked teeth," she said.
Mrs. Martinson said the ambulance
that arrived 15 minutes after the
accident occurred took Martinson
first to Kessler Institute in West
Orange.
LEARNING that Kessler did not
admit emergency patients, the
ambulance driver rode Martinson to
St.
Barnabas
Medical
Center,
Livingston.
" I t would have been a lot quicker
if an ambulance was on campus,"
Mrs. Martinson said via telephone.
"B u t as far as I know the service was
alright."
When questioned concerning the

C h airm an Breaks
From Sem inar
By Irene IVIcKnight
Suresh
Desai, economics
department chairman, decided to
"disassociate"
himself
with
an
Economics Club-sponsored forum
Friday in anticipation that Dr.
Robert Cherry, associate professor of
economics, would relate the forum to
his own firing.
Desai,
who
was
originally
scheduled to act as moderator, also
requested that the club reconsider its
sponsorship of the forum entitled
"Can Economics be Racist.”

WATCH CLOSEL Y: Regina Kelly, librarian at the MSC-maintained New Jersey School o f Conservation at Stokes State
Forest, demonstrated colonial crafts in her lecture, "Wool: From Fleece to Yarn,"sponsored by the Student Heritage
Bicentennial Club here last week.

L ecture Fuoid C ut
By Frances Fleischer
" A r t Forum might drop totally dead in
the spring," Dr. Donald Mintz, dean of the
School of Fine and Performing Arts, said
regarding the possible fate o f the highly
regarded weekly art lecture course.
His remarks came as a result of a "drastic
slash" in MSC's Fund for Educational
Consultants by the Department o f Higher
Education in Trenton.
THE FIGURE for bringing speakers to all
departments on campus has been cut from
$15,000 per academic year to $5,000 a
year.
"The fund was set up to provide for
specialists in areas which our faculty might
not
have specific
expertise,"
K itty
Goldstein, secretary to Dr. Irwin H. Gawley,
Jr., vice-president for academic affairs,
explained.

to

"Artists,
mixed media consultants,
lecturers in various disciplines and fields
have been brought in to provide for
academic enrichment at MSC," Goldstein
explained.
FORMERLY, EACH school estimated its
need from the fund; specific allocations
were then made to individual schools. But
now, with the severe cut in funds, schools
must demonstrate "a real need." Even then,
"there's no guarantee that they'll get it; it
depends what's in the fund," Goldstein said.
As for the School of Fine and Performing
Arts, Goldstein said, "The bulk o f the
money - $2000 — is already going to them.
This is because of the nature o f the field.
Art students need a broad arts exposure,"
she continued, and "there are so many
diverse areas of expertise that make the
securing of lecturers vital to an arts
education."

formation
of
an
on-campus
ambulance squad, Mrs. Martinson
commented, " I would go for tha t."
Lawton W. Blanton, dean of
students, said no one at the college
knew for several hours where
Martinson had been taken. "We
probably ought to look into the
possibility of a student volunteer
ambulance on campus," Blanton said.
" I think an outside service might
be better and more reliable," Blanton
continued. "B u t if an investigation
proves students could do the job and
if we could get a dedicated and
reliable group of volunteers, we
should do it."
ASKED IF he would endorse the
formation
of
an
on-campus
ambulance squad, Blanton answered,
"There are so many legal problems I
couldn't make a snap judgment, but I
would endorse anything that would
give service to students in extreme
emergencies."
Russell
noted
that
campus
security, when called, is required to
investigate the scene of an accident
before calling an ambulance.
" I f he (Martinson) had been
seriously hurt, and if no one had
been there to help him, it would have
been a lo t worse,” Russell said,
adding that besides herself, a nurse
and one other person gave first aid.
Russell said Martinson "probably
lost a lot of blood" during the
15-minute wait for an ambulance, as
his pulse was weak.

THE
CHAIRMAN
told
the
MONTCLARION Monday that his
initial reaction was unneccessary
since Cherry did not discuss the
recent decision of Desai and Dr.
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"MSC has been designated by the
Department of Higher Education as the
second arts center, next to Rutgers, in New
Jersey. This is a prestigious position, so how
can we cut back on our speakers?" Patti
Cioffi, president of the fine arts council, a
Class Two MSC organization, questioned.
“ ART FORUM isn't just for art
students — it is free and open to the public.
Its existence adds prestige to the college.
Cutting a program like this affects the entire
campus and the public as w ell," she
continued.
Because of this, Cioffi said, a petition will
be presented to Gawley and Mintz
protesting the proposed cut in A rt Forum
funds.
"We know that the state is hard up. We're
just asking that money be found for
som ething
so
im portant,"
Cioffi
emphasized.

Phillip Cohen, dean o f the School of
Social and Behavioral Sciences, pot
to rehire him during the forum.
Speakers at the forum included Dr.
Robert Cherry, associate professor of
economics.
Dr.
Vivian
Morris,
associate
professor
of
home
economics, and Dr. William Tabb,
associate professor at City University
of New York Graduate Center.
Morris discussed the relation
between education and employment
in our society, and their effect on
people of color. "They sold us a bill
of goods-the American dream. But
the dream we were sold is not
working," she stated softly but with
controlled emotion.
MORRIS CITED IQ tests and
ability grouping as tactics used in
education to reinforce the class
system. "A b ility grouping is a ploy
used by educators to segregate in
desegregated schools,” she said.
Cherry voiced his dissatisfaction
with
the "blaming the victim
ideologies which can be traced
throughout the history of economics."
Cherry explained that "scientific"
theories which blame the individual
for problems in society are merely
positions taken by economists. "These
positions are no better than anyone
else's preconceived notions," Cherry
said.
TABB, AUTHOR of The Political
Economy of the Black Ghetto,
claimed that "only in the United
States because of racism is such high
unemployemnt
tolerated."
Tabb
went on to say that "since our
system is structured on large amounts
of unemployment, workers are set
against each other."
Tabb also said that students should
work to see that Dr. Cherry was not
fired.
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Vandalism Rate
Increases in Bohn

Adjust Eating Habits
By Barbara Cesario
"A great amount o f w ild food is
available for the taking, yet several
million tons are going to waste each
y e a r,"
author-naturalist
Euell
Gibbons said in a lecture presented
by the Council on International and
National
Affairs
(CINA)
last
Thursday.
During
his speech.
Gibbons
extolled the merits of gathering,
preparing and eating w ild foods and
said it was time to adjust our views
on nature.
"THE PHILOSOPHY that nature
is an enemy and something to be
avoided is a fallacy. U ntil this
attitude changes it poses a threat to
our environment," Gibbons said.
Nature is not to be conquered,
according to Gibbons. "We should be
able to coexist and cooperate with
nature instead of feeling we must
dominate it."
Conservatively dressed in a brown
suit and gold shirt, Gibbons said he
believes a greater interdependency
should exist between man and
nature.
"We're not dependent on wild
foods and they're not dependent on
us but we're both richer when we
have this relationship w ith each
other," he explained to an audience
of about 250, mostly students.
"I'V E ALW AYS added w ild foods
to my diet and I consider them
special treats that nature offers,"
Gibbons continued.
He mentioned that among his
favorite dishes prepared w ith natural
foods are cherry, raspberry and plum
jellies, persimmon hickory nut bread,
May apple chiffon pie, venison in
coconut creme sauce and dandelion
wine.
Fear of being poisoned by a wild
plant or fru it can be dispelled by
knowledge, Gibbons said.
"Y o u ’ve learned to know and
recognize the things you eat. It's no
more d iffic u lt to learn to distinguish
b e tw e e n
p o is o n o u s
and
nonpoisonous elements of nature,"
he advised.
Going on "survival trip s," camping
expeditions
during
which
the

participants gather their own food, is
an excellent form of recreation,
according to Gibbons, who felt that
"relating to nature in this basic way
helps a person regard it as a loving
mother rather than a threat."
A "DEEP communion w ith other
forms o f life " is what Gibbons
claimed he achieves. "B y taking from
nature I am playing the role nature
intended me to play. I can use

Euell Gibbons
Attitudes Pose Threat

nature: it feeds both my body and
my soul."
Robust and ruddy for his 64 years,
Gibbons is not a vegetarian. To stop
hunting now after decades of
overbreeding
would
result
in
starvation for millions of animals, he
warned and added: "We have set up
an unbalanced situation which can
only be remedied by continued
hunting and fishing."
Besides digging and pulling, much
of his research has been done "in the
library studying what people in
different parts o f the country ate
before there were supermarkets,” he
remarked.
N A TIO N A LLY KNOWN for his
books "Stalking the Wild Asparagus,"
"Stalking the Good L ife " and others,
Gibbons has been a guest on
numerous talk shows.
On his appearances as commercial
spokesman for Grape-Nuts cereal he
said he's been criticized by parents
who felt he urged kids to go out and
eat anything they find. "O f course I
d o n 't," he said "b u t these people have
preconceived notions that nature is
nothing more than a menace."
Gibbons reflected: "Sometimes it's
necessary to take another look at
things we thin k we're already familiar
w ith ." It is his contention that nature
deserves a long second look.

and the Public Utilities Commission have not
revoked his permits.
Ralph D'Andrea, a commissioner from
Montclair, questioned the Board of Trustees as
to whether they were just cancelling the
Carrino contract or eliminating the landfill,
Gerald Leboff, spokesman, explained that
the college was going to look at other options
for the land and that the surrouding towns
would be consulted in the decision.
THE COLLEGE has filed a suit through
Sherrie Gibble, deputy state attorney general,
against Carrino for his alleged violations.
Carrino has stated that he was served his
summons by the Passaic County sheriff's office.
An approximately month-long delay resulted
before the contractor received his summons.

By Josephine Policastro
The MSC Board o f Trustees adopted a
resolution to validate the decision to cancel a
landfill contract withCarrino Trucking co. at its
second meeting o f the semester last Thursday.
MSC
President
David
W.D.
Dickson
terminated the contract in a letter to Lewis
Carrino on Sept. 3. The correspondence
enumerated several complaints, the most
significant claiming that Carrino had failed to
install a clay liner in compliance with a
Department o f Environmental Protection
(DEP) order.
IN AN interview with the MONTCLARION a
couple of weeks ago, Carrino was questioned
about the clay liner. His reply was, "It's in
there." Carrino also stated that both the DEP

in lin e
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Dickson pointed out that in his Sept. 3 letter
he asked Carrino to remove his equipment from
the MSC quarry. He explained that Gibble is
processing a court order through P assaic
County in an e ffo rt to force Carrino to vacate
the premises.
AS OF this w riting Carrino still maintains a
trailer at the former landfill site.
In other action, a nominal placement fee for
students involved in the cooperative education
program was established.
The trustees also accepted the designation of
MSC in conjunction with Rutgers as the
Comprehensive Center of Arts fo r Nothern New
Jersey. Enthusiasm and high expectations for
this project were voiced by trustees along with
Dickson.

r ----------------------------------------------

i Cameras, Enlargers
j and Supplies
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¡Albums
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. . . At Discount Prices Too!

LET US HELP YOU TO
BECOME A CPA

With a possible tu itio n hike and a general money shortage plaguing a good
number o f MSC students, it would appear that one thing they don't need is to
be paying for damages caused by acts o f vandalism.
At Bohn Hall, figures indicate that the vandalism rate there is higher than it
was last year, according to faye Economas, director o f Bohn Hall.
SO FAR damages this year have amounted to $766, according to
Economas. She added that this figure imposes approximately a $1.15 damage
fee on the dorm's 600 residents.
Last year damages for the entire year amounted to $1710 w ith each
resident being charged $2.85.
Economas attributed the acts of vandalism to "a few people fooling
around."
"F IR E HOSES being turned on has been a problem here," she said. "Once
they are turned on, they cannot be used again."
She said that one o f the most recent damages has been the breaking of a
m irror on one of the floors, amounting to $106 in damages.
"Some of the damages have not yet been assessed," she explained, "so that
in actuality the damages are greater than the latest figures indicate."
AT THIS time last year, damages were less, according to Economas. She did
not have specific figures readily available.
"The Bohn Hail residents are predominantly freshmen," Economas said.
"There are some people we haven't reached yet about what it means to live in
this type of a com m unity."
"We want to make people aware o f the damages and of the fact that the
money for them comes out o f their pockets," she commented.
ECONOMAS EMPHASIZED that it is "n o t accurate to assume that the
higher vandalism rate is a result of Bohn Hall going co-ed."
She reasoned, "The building is generally getting more use this year."
RESIDENTS MUST show their keys at the main desk and guests must have
a room buzzed in order to verify that they are expected by a particular
resident, Economas explained.
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.......... .

ACCOUNTING AND
FINANCE MAJORS

By Angie Severini
and Barbara Ponsi

Professional Advice Available

THINGS OF BEAUTY
19 West Mount Pleasant Ave. 994-3646
Livingston
1267 Springfield Ave. 665-1110
New Providence
260 Bellevue Ave. 744-0778
Upper Montclair (in the Bellevue Theater)
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Strike Ends, Dorm W ork Resumes
By Phil Salerno
An agreement has been reached
and construction is proceeding on the
proposed student apartment facility,
following a three-week delay in
construction due to wage scale
protests by a local union.
Mike Catalfano, owner of CAT
Electric Co., a non-union firm , and
Lou Baram, business manager of the
International
Brotherhood
of
Electrical Workers met last week and
solved the differences, according to
Catalfano.
CATALFANO EXPRESSED his
dismay over the protest during which
CAT workers picketed the Clove
Road site. "This hurts everyone
involved, especially the students. It is
not the contractors who will suffer,"
Catalfano said.

Classified
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w o rry in g ! F o r e x p e rt ty p in g o f
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FREE
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person at the M O N T C L A R IO N
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flo o r. T h ey m ay N O T represent
any c om m ercia l Interest or they
becom e paid ads. D eadline is
F rid a y noon be fore p u b lic a tio n .
Classifieds m ay be renewed by
ca llin g
the
M O N T C L A R IO N
o ffic e by F rid a y noon.
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On Nov. 4 we had a job meeting
to discuss the way to proceed,"
Jerome R. Quinn, acting vice-president
of administration and finance, said.
"We decided that on Wednesday the
pickets would be removed and only
the union contractors would work.
But we did better than that, both
union and non-union men are
working. It all came down to the
contractors wanting the profits, the
college wanting the facilities and the

employees wanting the wages,"
Quinn said.
James O’Hara felt the delay will
affect the completion date. We lost
valuable tim e," O'Hara said, "and we
stand to lose more duing the bad
w e a th e r.”
O ’ Hara
is
the
vice-president of the John O'Hara Co.
which is also involved in the
construction.
LOCAL 102,
Paterson,
began
protesting the wage scale practices o f
CAT on Oct. 19. Union electricians

are paid $11

an hour plus 20%

benefits, which includes welfare and
pension. CAT employe wages are
based on standards set by the state
Commissioner of Labor and Industry,
according to
the
New Jersey
Prevailing Wage Act of 1963. The
rates set by the commissioner for
Passaic County are the same as the
wages paid to union employees, $11
and 20% benefits.
Baram said the union was satisfied

D ean, T rustee N amecI
Dr. Carl J. Schneider, vice-president for research and
evaluation at Kirkland College, Clinton, NY, has been
appointed dean of graduate studies at MSC, effective July
1, 1976. He fills the position le ft vacant by the retirement
of Dr. M. Herbert Freeman last May.
MSC, a multi-purpose institution with a total
enrollment of over 15,000, has offered master of arts
degree programs since 1932. It currently has 23 programs
leading to an MA and a graduate enrollment of 4,352, the
third highest in the state, behind Rugers University and
Fairleigh Dickinson University.
LAST YEAR MSC was first in the state in the number
of MA degrees awarded in 11 program s-fine arts, music,
dramatic arts, mathematics, biology, geoscience, English,
home economics, educational psychology, student
personnel and secondary education-and tied with
Princeton in 12th, anthropology.
Schneider joined Kirkland College as a professor of
government and chairman of the division of the social
sicences in 1967, a year before the college admitted its
first class. He worked with the administration and other
division chairmen in the development of academic and
curricular policy.
In 1969 he became dean of the faculty and last year he
assumed his present post.

For 19 years, before going to Kirkland, Schneider was
associated with the University of Nebraska, where he rose
to full professor of political science and served on the
graduate council.
Mary Lee Jamieson, a Mercer County civic leader, has
been named to the MSC Board of Trustees. Her term runs
until June 30, 1977.
A 1958 graduate of Smith College, Jamieson was
formerly a job analyst with John Hancock Mutual Life
Insurance Co. She is currently a Title III tutor at Stokes
School in Trenton.
JAMIESON
IS arts chairman and a former
vice-president of the Cherry Hill Cooperative Nursery
School board.
She is active in the Princeton Area Smith Club, having
served as secretary and auction co-chairman, and in the
Junior Leauge of Trenton, which she has served as a board
member and chairman of several committees, including
education.
The nine-mer.iber board was established under the
Higher Education Act of 1966. The 67-year-old college,
one of eight New Jersey state colleges, is a multi-purpose
institution with an overall enrollment of over 15,000
graduate and undergraduate students.

the wages were being paid after
inspecting CAT's payroll books.
Baram also said Catalfano agreed to
hire some union employees to work
on the site.
AN AGREEMENT solving the
wage
problem
was supposedly
achieved following a meeting with
various union and contract lawyers.
A second gate, solely for use by CAT
employees, was to be erected and
construction would proceed.
However, when the additional gate
was completed, further complications
developed. According to Quinn,
union employees from the John
O'Hara Co. and the V.A. Spatz Co.
began honoring the union picket line
and refused to work. According to
the settlement, the union agreed to
picket only the non-union gate. Spatz
is another firm involved in the
construction of the facility. The
refusal to cross the picket line was
not endorsed by either the O'Hara
and Spatz Cos. or the employe's
unions.
"NO ONE w ill cross the picket
line. The individual workers are not
willing to work. There is no reason
why work should not go ahead but it
is happening nevertheless," Quinn
said.
This refusal to work induced
O'Hara to file a grievance with the
National Labor Relations Board
(NLRB) against the employees. The
agreement was reached before a
decision was handed down.
THE FACILITY stands adjacent to
the
New
Jersey
Broadcasting
A uthority tower. Scheduled for
completion on July 1, 1976, the 350
bed facility will cost $350 million.
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Lose That
Loner Image
MSC has pretty much been a loner in the tuition hike controversy
but that will have to stop as of Thurs., Nov. 20.
Our students haven’t allied themselves cohesively to any
movement or concern geared to keeping tuition costs down next
year but on Nov. 20 we ought to join hands with all state college
students throughout New Jersey for the higher education rally to
take place in Trenton.
Putting aside the fact that the SGA may or may not have been too
cautious in publicizing its tuition stance, that the MONTCLARION
may or may not have been lax in providing information concerning
state financing of higher education, that rallies and forums held here
on campus have been sparsely attended...next Thursday has got to
count!
The rally will have a twofold purpose: 1) to urge Gov. Brendan T.
Byrne and state legislators not to press the Board of Higher
Education to have to ask for tuition increases by strangling
education funds and 2) to urge Chancellor of Higher Education
Ralph A. Dungan to awaken from his drowsy haze to coerce the
state legislature to provide a supplemental $10 million in aid to state
colleges to help them to finish out this fiscal year.
Every year we have this sort of scare and this year the scare’s
going to come the closest to or to actually become reality. This is
why the action taken in education’s defense must be real and
noticeable and tangible.
SGA-sponsored buses will leave from the rear of Partridge Hall for
Trenton at 9 am and, of course, individual carpools can be organized
as well. Anyone interested should contact the SGA office at
893-4202 or 893-4203.
Anyone will admit that MSC is not an island unto itself but they
can see the grim reality o f it all if an unseen hand reaches out from
an unseen state capital to bear us no good news.

Think About
Life 9Health
The mother of the quadraplegic student who last Friday fell down
a flight of stairs in the Student Center has told the MONTCLARION
that an on-campus ambulance service is a good idea.
She had to face personal suffering, as well as her son’s physical
injuries, before making that statement. Will other people have to
cope with possible permanent injuries before the idea of an
on-campus ambulance service is even brought up for practical
consideration?
We’re trying to dig up money for our education now, that's true,
but coughing up the money for an ambulance service would be for
our lives, our health. Think about our lives and health for a few
minutes and you’ll realize that the question of an on-campus
ambulance is one that should be raised.

'HE FÛL10WED US HOME— CAN WE KEEP H IM ?'

I

Soapbox

$ Hike Prompts Call to Arms
To the Editor:
We as concerned students of MSC
and residents of New Jersey
vehemently object to the proposed
tuition increase that might well be
imposed on all students of the eight
state colleges next year.
We feel that unless the widespread
apathy that is so recurrent on state
campuses is eliminated then the
proposed increase in the New Jersey
state legislature will definitely be
implemented. This will result in a
50% or more increase in annual
tuition (which would add as much as
$300 or more to the yearly cost of
education).
In California, state college tuition
amounts to almost nothing (less than
$100), yet in that state you are
receiving a much higher educational
standard and surely a “big name” to
accompany it. A New Jersey resident
pays ten times as much of what one
would pay for college as a California
resident, yet the educational benefits
amount to less.
We don’t want to hear anyone
start complaining about the increase
once it is imposed on students. Many
students are financially strained and
may have to drop out if the
threatened increase is passed.
What we want to hear is many
voices and concerned people in
unison to fight for a cause that will
certainly affect everyone. Don’t sit
idly on your butts and think that
such a preposterous increase won’t
occur.
If we can’t show the knuckleheads
down in Trenton that we mean
business, then they aren’t going to
listen to the voices of a few students.
They might automatically think that
we don’t represent a majority view
and are using constituent scare
tactics.
Unless we can unite and get really
involved in a cause that is crying for
support we might as well hang up
another loss for our side. We need
substantial student involvement and
we need it now.
Always remember that the voice of
the few matters so little in politics,
whereas the voice of many weighs a
great deal - enough to change
decisions.
Let’s show either unconcerned or
totally unknowledgeable politicians
that we refuse to be another silent
majority.
Bill Galea
John Page
John Cordasco

Nancy Simonic
Ruth Sm ith
Kevin Campbell

A d m it Error
To the Editor:
In response to Virginia Malloy’s
letter appearing in the Thurs., Oct.
23 issue of the MONTCLARION, it
may be true that there were errors
and misjudgments in the 1975 LA
CAMPANA. The yearbook does not
necessarily reflect the interests and
opinions of all students on campus.
We try to represent the interests of
as many people as possible. If Malloy
or any other student would like to
insure that their yearbook includes
their views, we want to remind them
that the LA CAMPANA staff is open
to the entire campus community.
Editorial sta ff
1975 1m Campana

F ig h t Hike
To the Editor:
As a concerned student of MSC I
would like to point out some of the
latest developments about the tuition
increase.
First of all, some of New Jersey’s
major newspapers state that the
consensus in Trenton is that New
Jersey’s 60,000 college students are
in for a tuition increase of a
substantial amount unless some
immediate action is taken.
The second development is the
result of the recent state assembly
elections. The political make-up of
the Assembly has changed so
drastically that unless the lameduck
Democratic Assembly pushes for a
tax reform before January, its fate
will be seated upon the installment of
the new more anti-tax reform
Assembly in January. I may add that
this tax reform is what is needed to
permanently stave off a tuition
increase.
However, the third and last
clincher is what I have learned from
some of the people close to the
political power levers in Trenton.
They tell me that, although tax
reform is a bad word, the $10 million
supplementary
appropriation to
education aid bill can be salvaged.
Moreover it hasn’t even been acted
upon yet.
This bill could stave off any future
tuition increase for New Jersey’s
eight state colleges. It is our only
hope.
What can we do to insure its

passage? If students, faculty and
administrators would call or write
their Assemblymen it would be a
“shot in the arm” for the health of
this bill. The other choice is to come
to the meeting of- the External
Affairs Committee. It meets on the
fourth floor of the Student Center
building in the legislature room,
every Tuesday at 3 pm.
If you can afford $500 extra a
year in tuition, then don’t waste your
time. But if you can’t afford this
increase and you feel you can make a
difference, come to the meeting. The
decision is yours, come and make
yourself available in this effort. We
can all make a difference.
John Page
political science 1977

No P u b l i c i t y
To the Editor;
From my experience at WMSC, I
realize that every story that comes
into the newsroom cannot be aired
because of time limitations. Likewise,
the MONTCLARION cannot give
space to every story that comes into
their offices.
H ow ever,
I
th in k
th e
MONTCLARION made an unwise
judgement in not writing a story on
what has probably been WMSC’s best
program and largest undertaking
since we first signed on the air in
December 1974.
On Tues., Nov. 4, Election Day,
WMSC took to the air with a special
program that began at 8 pm and
concluded at 11:30 pm. The program
consisted of continuous live coverage
of returns in state assembly elections
and the bond issues, ERA and also
local elections in Little Falls, Verona
and Bloomfield.
We
had
reporters
at
the
headquarters of the Democratic and
Republican parties, in Bergen, Passaic
and Essex counties.
It seems that the MONTCLARION
found it easier to supply space for
stories about WMSC last September
when we were having problems.
Unfortunately, when something is
done at the station in which a lot of
dedicated people worked together
and put in long hours to turn out a
good,
quality,
public interest
program, the MONTCLARION can’t
find the space.
Louis M. Gulino
speech and theater 1977
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Reportage

RSB’s Tactics Don’t Solve Real Problems
By Tony Grasso
Tuition increases. Mass unemployment.
Inflation. Corruption in politics.
We need to rid ourselves of all of these
problems. Who has the answer? Certainly not
the Revolutionary Student Brigade (RSB).
Last week, handouts were distributed outside
of the Student Center with the idea of rallying
students to attend the second national
convention of the RSB.

Anyone who took the time to read through
the entire sheet most likely would come to the
conclusion that the RSB is going about it in the
wrong manner.
The first disjointed statement is that the RSB
soon will join the Communist party.
Communism in the world today is not the same
Communism that Marx depicted over 100 years
ago. It just doesn’t work.
They go on to say that recently “hundreds

rallied against tuition on campuses in New
Jersey.” Surely over 50,000 students attend
state colleges in New Jersey. Is a turnout of
“hundreds” successful?
The movement presents plenty of problems
to the reader but offers no solutions. The only
action we should take is “to organize and
fight.”
The verb “fight” is used very frequently in
the paper. The idea of “taking things into our
own hands and fighting for what we need” is

also prevalent in the hand out. Reminiscent of
the 1960’s, isn’t it?
Haven’t most people realized that however
bad the system is, we still must work through it
and not around it?
Isn’t it true that violent action by a minority
of protesters will be rubbed out before they
even get started?
Aren’t those who don’t learn from history
doomed to repeat it? The RSB then seems
doomed.

AlumniAngles

Test Induces You
To Assess Skills
By Jimmy Quinn

TO JOIN HERE — LET'S GO OVER TO THE LITTLE LE/V3UE AND SEE IF
THEY'LL LET US IN THERE- ! '

Jeff Holcomb

Judeo-Christian Ideology Defines
Sexual Roles, Rights of Women
Last week’s election has once again
focused our attention on the whole
issue of women’s rights and sexual
roles. The Equal Rights Amendment
(ERA), proved itself to be a
controversial topic.
Its defeat will no doubt revive
hostility among those who favor
sexual
interchangeably •
The
amendment did succeed in drawing
our minds to an issue that constantly
needs to be reevaluated - that of the
role of women in society.
Though the supporters of the ERA
claimed their main concern was
“equal pay for equal work,” it was
the peripheral issues of women
providing half the support of a
family, the unisex society and
legalized homosexual marriages that
frightened many people.
These things bore a striking
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resemblance to feminist ideology.
Clearly, they pointed to a radical
change in our social institutions
involving the transformation of
sexual roles.
Betty Friedan, author of “The
Feminine Mystique,” has stated that
“sexual roles institutionalized in
family, state and church can be
transformed only by overthrowing
present institutions.”
Opposition to women’s liberation
has come from many quarters, each
voicing various reasons for their
concern. Some have emphasized
purely practical and economic
reasons. Others have grounded their
arguments
in
religious
and
philosophical thought.
The position of the “Christian
church” has been somewhat mixed.
However, those who adhere firmly to

Volunteers are urgently needed to help during the “Stop Arthritis
Telethon” to be held on Sat. and Sun., Dec. 6 and 7, reports the
New Jersey Chapter of The Arthritis Foundation. The program will
enable the chapter to improve services for the 700,000 men, women
and children in New Jersey who are victims of arthri..s.
The 19-hour telecast on WOR-tv, Channel 9 will begin at 10 pm
on Dec. 6. New Jersey telethon headquarters will be the Holiday Inn
Jetport at Newark Airport.
Volunteers are the backbone of a telethon and celebrities have
responded wholeheartedly to the arthritis foundation’s call. Now
New Jersey residents are needed to answer phones, write-up pledges,
help with food service and handle other tasks.
Starring on the telethon will be Jane Wyman, Frank Sinatra and
Rosalind Russell. They will be joined by Charles Aznavour, Melba
Moore, Soupy Sales, Cousin Brucie, Tiny Tim, Alan Seuss and
others. Master of ceremonies will be Tom Kennedy.
All New Jersey residents who can join these stars in helping to
fight our nation’s number one crippling disease are urged to call the
chapter office and sign up for a three-hour shift Saturday night or
Sunday. The New Jersey Chapter of the Arthritis Foundation can be
reached at (201) 233-7151.
_____________ I

the teaching of the Bible have
asserted that the renunciation of
traditional sex roles violates the
whole order of God’s creation.
Indeed, many feminists have
attributed their problems to the
in fluence
of
Judeo-Christian
ideology. Though there have been
serious abuses of the Christian view
of sex roles, the biblical concept still
presents the most positive, reasonable
apd elevating picture of the
respective roles of men and women.
The feminist movement is based
on
some
rath e r
startling
presuppositions. Many assume that
equality is no longer only a political
term
but
implies
the
interchangeability of all human
beings.
Furthermore, there is a feeling that
there is something immoral about
making distinctions. The concepts of
authority, subjection and obedience
have fallen into disrepute in the
secular world.
The biblical view of sexual
distinction is based on the established
and evident order of creation. The
making of man and woman in the
image of God was the culminating act
of creation. Their sexual difference
was complimentary and necessary for
the full expression of the Divine
image.
The creation of man and woman
with identical needs and capacities
marred
their
would
have
companionship. There is a natural
unlikeness which proves that each is
fitted for works and duties unsuitable
for the other.
Editor's Note: Part two o f this
column will appear in next week's
MONTCLARION.

This is the second of a two part series on job interviewing
techniques. Check your answers with the answer key at the bottom
of the test.
EIGHT: During the interview it is not at all prudent to:
a) Relax as much as possible,
b) Smile, or
c) Ask to be excused from the room.
NINE: Asking intelligent questions during the interview leaves a
good impression with the recruiter. An example of such would be:
a) How’s the wife and kids?
b) Is the boss’ wife easy? or
c) What opportunities are there for advancement?
TEN: The type of question one should’t ask the interviewer
would be:
a) What does your company do anyway?
b) Do you",moke pot or know of any for sale?
c) What is his opinion on the Russian wheat deal? or
d) All of the above.
ELEVEN: You can expect the interviewer to ask:
a) Tell me about yourself,
b) Why do you want to work for this particular company?
c) What do you want to be doing five years from now?
d) Can you direct me to a good delicatessen for lunch?
e) All of the above except d.
TWELVE: Hie best approach to take in discussing your
credentials is:
a) A fairly pessimistic one - banking on the sympathy you’ll get
when casually referring to your dormant sex life sinus condition and
other assorted allergies,
b) The tentative approach - “ Yes, well I did OK in my grades but
I know 1 could have done better,” or
c) A positive attitude - “ 1 know I have the ability to do the job
and the attributes your company’s looking for.”
THIRTEEN: You should also be prepared to answer:
a) What is your expected salary range?
b) Why should we hire you?
c) Both a and b, or
d) Guess what color my socks are without looking?
FOURTEEN: The interview being over, you most likely would:
a) Slap the interviewer on the back and invite him for a beer at
the ‘RAT.’
b) Write him a thank you note expressing your pleasure at
meeting him, or
c) Trace his license plate number so you can egg his house.
FIFTEEN: Should you be offered a job at the end of the
interview, you should:
a) Postpone your decision until you have had time to reflect upon
it (but specify in early decision),
b) Laugh in the recruiter’s face and tell him you wouldn’t give
him two cents for the job, or
c) Unequivocally accept on the spot.
ANSWER KEY TO PART II
8) c
9) c
10) d
11 ) e

12) c
13) c
14) b
15) a

Eight answers correct - you get the job.
Seven answers correct - don’t call us. ..
Six answers or less correct - refer to placement office.
Seniors, you’ve got the skills and you now know the techniques,
so go out there and find yourself a job.
This has been a student service sponsored by your MSC Alumni
Association.
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LAUNCH STUDY
The Little Falls Senior Citizen Advisory Council has launched a
comprehensive survey o f older residents of the township in cooperation with
MSC.
The survey w ill be conducted through personal interviews and an attempt
w ill be made to reach every Little Falls resident 62 years of age and over.
The council was authorized by the Township Committee to undertake the
study in order to increase public awareness o f major concerns in this area and
to identify significant needs. Results w ill form the basis for the development
o f a variety of programs and services to the elderly.
Albert Hastaba has been appointed chairman o f the survey committee,
which is also manned by Ralph DiGicamo, Marteil Francisco, John Kulick,
Dorothy Morehouse, Favilla Parmelli, Lois Miller and Ethyl Bender.
Expertise in implementing the project w ill be provided by a team of MSC
students and professors under the direction o f Russell Claeys, a gerontological
specialist in the adult continuing education department.
The college team is developing a questionnaire relating to the major issues
and concerns o f senior citizens throughout New Jersey and the entire country.
Questions w ill be asked in the general areas o f health, nutrition,
transportation, housing, education, economics and recreation. Data will be
tabulated and analyzed by a computer system and w ill be accompanied by a
written report to the advisory council.
College and community volunteers w ill begin conducting the survey in
February. Preparations now underway include compiling names and addresses
o f Little Falls senior residents, recruiting and training volunteers and
developing a fact sheet o f available programs and services for senior citizens.
COMMISSION TO MEET
The New Jersey Commission on Financing Post-Secondary Education will
hold an all-day meeting on tuition on Mon., Nov. 17 in the Fireside Lounge of
the Rider College Student Center.
According to a commission memorandum, the chief concern of the
commission is the development o f a long term financing plan for
post-secondary education "which w ill ensure access, quality, diversity and
eq uity." The memorandum advised, however, that the day's discussions will
not have any direct bearing on possible tu itio n changes in the state during the
coming year.
The talks w ill begin at 9:30 am and w ill consist of various group interest
presentations until adjournment at 4:1 5 pm.
SCHOLARSHIPS FOR TRAVEL
The School o f Social and Behavioral Sciences, which administers the Harold
S. Sloan Trust Fund for Field Studies, has announced that three partial
scholarships o f $250 each will be available fo r studies wanting to participate in
either of the school's two overseas courses being offered during the January
1976 Winter Session.
One trip is to Paris ("Visual Techniques in Sociology" taught by assistant
sociology professor Gilbert Klajman) and the other will go to London ("Urban
Life Alternatives: London and the British Isles" taught by a member of the
geography and urban studies department).
Interested students should submit a letter addressed to Dr. Philip S. Cohen,
dean of the school, in which they explain how the trip will be of value to them
for their future careers or their education. Application deadline is F ri„ Nov.
21 .
CLEP TESTS MONTHLY
College Level Examination Program (CLEP) tests w ill be conducted at MSC
monthly through July for September 1976 entrance, according to Warren
Ceurvels, director o f the adult continuing education department's Resource
Center.
CLEP is designed fo r people who did not go directly to college from high
school but have acquired certain kinds o f knowledge outside usual formal
educational channels.
General examinations are offered in five subjects, English composition,
mathematics, natural sciences, social sciences and humanities. These may be
taken singly or in any combination. In addition 41 college-level subject
examinations are available. Not more than three of these may be taken at one
monthly testing.
CLEP itself does not grant college credit, according to Ceurvels, but a
growing number of colleges including MSC offer credit based upon CLEP
results. As much as a whole year o f credit is not uncommon, he said.
Deadline dates for application as well as the actual test dates are available
by calling the Resource Center at 893-4318.

'Jaw s' S fy le R e c o rd
S poofs NYC Crisis
By Sylvia Endick
An MSC student has found a way
to spoof New York City and perhaps
help it at the same time.
Junior Gerry Turro has written
and cut his own recording entitled
"The City Crisis," in the studios of
campus radio station WMSC-fm. The
45 RPM record, which came out a
week ago, has been sent to all the
radio stations in New York City.
"TH E C ITY Crisis" is a spoof on
the city's financial crisis with a mock
interview w ith Mayor Abraham
Beame, done in the style of Dicky
Goodman's "Jaws" recording.
Turro w ill donate all profits from
record sales to the New York Fresh
A ir Fund.
Turro,
a
broadcasting
and
psychology major, chose New York
as focal point of the record "in hopes
of selling it so I can help the city
o u t," he said.
Turro also added, "The c ity is in
enough trouble as it is. By giving the
money to the Fresh Air fund, it
could help the kids."
ABOUT THE Goodman record
Turro said, " I f it wasn’t for him I
w ouldn't have had the idea." Beame
is asked a question on the fiscal crisis

his reply.
Turro was assisted by junior Larry
Hopper, a broadcasting and English
major, in making the record. Hopper
is station engineer at WMSC.
According to Turro the record has
a three-fold purpose, " to help New
York City, to give everyone a good
laugh and to be a souvenir o f the
city's financial crisis."
TURRO TOOK four hours to
record "The C ity Crisis.” He sent the
recording to Special Productions in
Philadelphia where they pressed
promotional copies, 40 of which have
been sunt to metropolitan area radio
stations.
The single hasn't been played by
any other stations besides WMSC yet.
Turro
commented, " I t
doesn't
happen over night. I still have to do
some more prom oting."
Turro does an "oldies” show on
Sunday
nights,
8-10 pm
on
WMSC-fm.
He
is also traffic
coordinator fo r the station.
Mary Me Knight, director o f public
information, is aiding Turro in sales
promotion.
Legal details
of
merchandising the product were
worked out by lawyers through the
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COMPLETEPEC'fCLiD CL0THM& STORE!

FO R S A L E : 1971 F ire b ird , 3 5 0
v-8, a u to ., p/s, p /b , a ir, a m -fm .
V in y l to p , b u cke ts and console,
new brakes (fr o n t disc), new
exhaust, good tires, E x c e lle n t
c o n d itio n ,
$1700
firm .
Call
2 3 9 -2 5 1 3 o r 6 7 3 -4 3 7 6 .
A
REAL
B A R G A IN !
L a d y 's
suede co a t, size 12, never w o rn .
* 9 0 or best o ffe r. Call 74 6 -5 3 1 0 .
V olksw agen ow ners! T ire d o f
dealer rlp o ff? C om p le te servicing
o f VW s at reasonable rates. Call
R oland at 77 3 -6 5 1 6 .
FO R
SALE:
1974
C o rve tte ,
w h ite , air, am -fm stereo. T ilt
steering w heel, p o w e r w in d o w s ,
custom
leather
In te rio r,
350
engine. Radial tire s, 1 4 ,0 0 0 m iles.
Call 47 8 -3 6 7 1 a fte r 3 pm .
W A N T E D : T a lente d k e y b o a rd is t
fo r band. We have PA and
rehearsal space. Call Jo h n at
746-7491 o r E ric at 4 7 1 -8 5 8 7 .
Rehearse im m e d ia te ly !
FO R
SALE:
D ra ftin g
ta b le ,
e xce lle n t c o n d itio n .
Basswood
to p , never used (Includes to o l and
draw ing
draw ers),
$75.
Call
74 3-46 43.

FO R S A L E : Ladies' ski b o o ts,
size 7. E x c e lle n t c o n d itio n , w ith
b o o t tree, * 2 5 . Call 4 3 8 -8 5 2 7
a fte r 5 pm .
FO R
S A L E : L ife L ib ra ry o f
P h o to g ra p h y. E n tire set, brand
new, $75. C all Steve a t 8 9 3 -4 6 2 5
In th e evening or call 8 9 3 -4 1 4 4 to
leave message.
STOP B E D W E T T IN G ! O n e -n ig h t
Intensive tra in in g o ffe re d In y o u r
hom e fo r c h ro n ic b e d w e tte rs b y
experienced th e ra p ist. C h ild re n
e n jo y
this
ra p id ,
d iffe re n t
m e th o d .
R eferences.
Call
78 3-57 61.
FO R
SALE:
1961
C o rve tte .
R estored, new 1975 c o n v e rtib le
to p and all new e le ctrica l w irin g .
Call Paige at 5 8 4 -0 7 4 6 a fte r 7 pm .

ON THE RECORD: Turro Records is the trademark o f Gerry Turro's new
single "The City Crisis." The ju n io r produced the disc to benefit the New
York City Fresh A ir Fund.

F O R S A L E : L o w re y spine t organ
w ith
b u ilt- in
Leslie
speaker.
Bench Included. Call 3 7 5 -4 2 3 3
a fte r 6 pm .
A V O N . Call K aren, y o u r cam pus
representative, fo r eve ryday needs
or
Inexpensive
g ift
Ideas at
748-426 8.

* EXECUTIVE POSITIONS AVAILABLE
* EXCELLENT CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
* EXCELLENT STARTING SALARIES $10,075 - $12,742
* 15 OCCUPATIONAL AREAS TO INCLUDE AVIATION
AND LAW
* PAID SUMMER TRAINING FOR UNDERGRADUATES
* OPPORTUNITIES AVAILA8LE - « IT VOU MUST EARN THEM
Sa a .

and Gaads -

LOCATION: L i f e

fi

F o r A vo n — B ohn H all flo o rs one
th ro u g h
e ig h t — see
C heryl
R ichardson, ro o m 1006.

FOR S A L E : Leslie organ speaker
m odel 122 (fo r H a m m o n d organ
o n ly ). B lack v in y l fla k e ca b in e t,
*1 3 0
firm .
Call
M a rk
at
893-41 54.

OCS

Fao sh , Sophs,

^ -1 3 1 5

u a

Professional ty p is t w ill ty p e fo r
75
cents
per
page;
c o rre c t
gram m ar, spelling, * 1 .2 5 per page.
Call Sharon at 2 2 6 -5 4 1 4 a n y tim e ,
leave name and nu m ber.

T Y P IN G :
T e rm
p a p e rs ,
m a nuscrip ts, theses e x p e rtly done
on
IBM
e xe cu tive ty p e w rite r.
Reasonable, no charge fo r paper
or carbon, co n ve n ie n t to MSC.
Call 25 6 -6 3 7 6 .

* INTERESTED? . . . THEN COME S E E US
DATE: N ov. 19 an d 20

ta e m

L O S T : N .ivy blue ja c k e t w ith
lin in g
and
U n iv e rs ity
of
C o n n e c tic u t Insignia on fr o n t. If
fo u n d , please re tu rn to W ebster
H all ro o m 112.

L o o k in g fo r one or tw o g irls to
share tw o -b e d ro o m a p a rtm e n t In
M o n tc la ir. K itc h e n , liv in g ro o m ,
b a th . Call D iane o r A rle n e at
74 6-64 48.

MAKE VOUR OWN OPPORTUNITIES

L O O K IN G -

Classified

H a ll

MARINE CORPS OFFICER
PROGRAMS

and

J a a . - PLC

S E N IO R S ! E q u ita b le o f Io w a has
an Idea fo r you . Call M ichael
H atem at 6 6 7 -8 8 9 7 o r 4 6 1 -2 9 4 6 .
Interested
in
graphics
and
paste-up w o rk ? We c o u ld use y o u .
C o n ta c t
th e
M O N T C L A R IO N
o ffic e , S tu d e n t C enter fo u rth
flo o r,
or
call
8 9 3 -5 1 6 9
or
89 3-52 30.
V O IC E LE S S O N S ! Classical and
p o p u la r. B reath c o n tro l, voice
de ve lo p m e n t, range e x te n s io n and
sight
singing.
Laura
C arrano,
professional singer. Free a u d itio n ,
call 89 1-73 51.
P A R T -T IM E : W ork w ith m a jo r
co rp . In local area. H ours fle x ib le ,
e x c e lle n t tra in in g pro g ra m . M ust
be
18
and
have
car.
For
In fo rm a tio n call M r. B a lly at
27 8-44 32.
W A N T E D : C ollege stud ents to
sell
high
fash ion
rings.
No
In v e s tm e n t,
large
earnings
possible. Call D is tin c tiv e G ifts at
2 7 9-49 76.
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Band Calls It Onits
To Standing Ovation
By Tom Malcolm
During
their
final,
farewell
performance, a solid folk band by the
name o f "Buckwheat Honey” earned
a standing ovation from the overflow
crowd at last Friday's Chapin Hall
Coffeehouse.
The coffeehouse, which was held
in the Chapin Hall lounge, also
featured two other country rock
bands, The Valley Boys and Union,
as well as a puppet show and two
solo performances.
BUCKWHEAT HONEY opened
their set w ith "a song about Chapin
Hall" entitled "Paradise." They then
moved to Judy Collins' "Someday
Soon" and Hank Williams' " I Can't
Help it If I'm Still In Love with
Y ou." Lead singer Marybeth Sobecki,
with her m ournful, mellow wall, was
particularly fine on the Williams
number.
The band called for hand-clap and
foot-stomp during "Battle o f New
Orleans" ("our Bicentennial song")
and "L e t Me Be a Salty Dog" and the
audience enthusiastically gave them
some. The personable three-member
band which also Included Dean Cilll
and MSC counselor for uncommitted

A C C O U N T IN G A N D
F IN A N C E M A J O R S
LET US HELP YOU PLAN
AHEAD TO BECOME A C P A

CPA

students Jon Sobecki, both on
acoustic guitar, also did a rollicking
version of "Silver Threads and
Golden Needles” and "Na Na," a Kris
Krlstofferson sing-along.
MarybethlJohn's sister) really let
loose during a country blues tune
entitled "When I Leave This Town I
Won’t Be Back No More." John and
Cilli harmonized nicely with her on
"Six Days I'm Goln' Home."
A smoothly professional, highly
competent
country
and
jazz
influenced band called The Valley
Boys was a big hit during their first
performance at the coffeehouse.
THE VALLEY BOYS, which
consists of Rich Rhelner on Hawaiian
steel and acoustic guitar, Jeff Hayes
on upright and electric bass and Mike
Dugan on mandolin, electric and
acoustic guitar and lead vocals, did a
good many jazz style Instrumental
pieces,
most
of
which
were
self-penned. One such song, entitled
"Love and Pain," was written by one
of the band members "during a blue
period In Chapin Hall." The audience
seemed to especially like the band's
Instrumental version of the Mamas
and Papas hit "California Dreamln.”

THE
PAPERBACK
BOOK SHOP
50,000 Paperbacks in Stock!

LO N G IS L A N D
NEW ARK
NEW Y O R K

516 53 8-8176
201 62 2 -1 3 1 3
21 2 75 1-46 43

OUR SU C C ESSFU L STUDENTS R EP R E SE N T

1/3 or USA

We Specialize in Filling
Orders for Students!
A t the Five Corners!
580 Bloomfield Ave.
Bloomfield, NJ 743-4740
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MELLOW TONES: Mary Gray sings "Follow M e" while accompanying herself on guitar during the Chapin Coffeehouse
last Friday night.
As good as their jazz was, the
Valley Boys were even better with
country. During a medley which
Included "O h Susanna" and other
country classics one couple got up
and began square danclngl
The highlight o f The Valley Boys
set came with an extraordinarily fine
rendition of the blues standard "Key
to the Highway." Mary Sobecki and
Spencer Hiller joined The Valley
Boys for this one, providing fine
vocal support.
THE VALLEY Boys also did a
quiet, dramatically different version
of The Rolling Stones' "Dead
Flowers.” They capped their set with
a deeply affecting and mellow
rendering of Bob Dylan's " I Shall Be
Released."
A three-member band called Union
worked wonders with three acoustic
guitars and some inspired vocal
harmonizing. Basically a fo lk band,
Union, which consists o f Tim Holly
and MSC students Ray Donnelly and
Brian
Shannon,
rocked
with
"Cowboy of Dreams" by David

The
Herff Jones
ring m an is coming.
Nov. 18, 19 and 20
Tues., Nov. 18 only

Crosby and Graham Nash, the Byrd’s
"Hey, Mr. Spaceman," and a tune
entitled, appropriately enough, "Pour
Me Another Cup of Coffee."
Besides being an accomplished
singer and musician, Holly is also
quite a good songwriter. Regrettably,
Union did only one of Holly's
compositions, "While I Have the
Time," which the audience seemed to
like as well as any of the other songs
performed during the evening.
U N IO N
REALLY
proved
themselves with "Friend of the
Devil," and "Uncle John's Band,"
both of which sounded better than
The Grateful Dead originals ever did,
and a rendition of the Eagles' current
hit "L y in ' Eyes” which the audience
hugely enjoyed.
The coffeehouse moved away from
music for awhile as MSC alumnus
Allyn Gooen presented a cute, clever
and very funny puppet show. Gooen,
an assured performer with a relaxed,
confident presence had the audience
In the palm of his hand during the
puppetry
and an
exhibition of
balloon tricks.
"Name an animal and I'll make
you a
dog," Gooen said, and
proceeded to make not only dogs,
but giraffes and swans as well. He
also related a method of getting high
using balloons.
GOOEN
amusing
puppet but
of his show
clowning
ad-libbed

RAN
through
two
skits with his penguin
the most enjoyable part
was his extemporaneous
with the
audience. He
and
handled
some

good-natured heckling with all the
ease and grace of an accomplished
stand-up comic.
During his solo set, Chapin Hall
resident Gerry Wichrowski did some
outstanding good guitar work on Paul
Simon's reggae hit "Me and Julio
down
by
the
Schoolyard."
Wichrowski also quite a decent
singer, was similarly fine on other
Simon numbers as well as Dylan's
"Ride Me High." The audience joined
him in singing Elton John's "Your
Song."
MSC student Mary Gray, also
performing solo with just an acoustic
guitar, applied her clear, finely
controlled alto to songs by John
Denver and Jonl Mitchell. A low-key
"Circle Game” and her soft, quiet
versions of "Come Fill Me Again"
and "F o llo w Me” earned her warm,
enthusiastic and prolonged applause.
THE POLITE, attentive Friday
night crowd of mostly dorm itory
students
was the
largest
the
coffeehouse has ever had; the
spacious Chapin Hall lounge was
packed during most of the evening.
The old-fashioned, comfortable
and completely charming red and
white decor of the lounge seems
exactly right for an event such as a
coffeehouse. The prevailing mood
was one of ease, friendliness and
courtesy.
The coffeehouse, which originated
In Chapin Hall last spring, is put on
several times each semester by the
residents of Chapin Hall. Junior
English major Dwayne Gross serves as
coordinator.

10 am -3 pm
5 -7 pm

Student Center Lobby
Bring a $20 deposit
so you can order your ring.
Sponsored by SGA!

HERFF JONES CLASS RINGS
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GOOD G UITAR: Chapin Hall resident Gerry Wichrowski plays guitar and
sings Bye Bye L o v e "a t the Chapin Coffeehouse last Friday.
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The Exhibitionists'

PHOTOS BY SUE C ASTNER
THE WINNERS: Shown here are the first and second place prize winners in
the fine arts council-sponsored show o f student artwork, entitled "The
Exhibitionists," which was on view this week in Student Center ballroom C.
Above is the second place winner, Patricia Morales' "U n title d ," a work o f
spray enamel on canvas. To the right is the firs t place winner, "Landscape" by
Elinor Pironte, an example o f batik and hand quilting. Mickolas Sebec took
third place with a marble sculpture.

Corea: Diversity, Integration Evident
By Scott Garside
Brilliant diversity and harmonious
integration were the main points
exhibited by Chick Corea and his
band Return to Forever during their
emotionally
charged
two
hour
concert in Memorial Auditorium on
Tuesday night.
Corea and Return to Forever
(RTF), a progressive jazz quartet,
delighted the audience w ith a
composition by Stanley Clarke,
Corea's bassist who exhibited his
unlimited talents on bass guitar. The
other members o f the band too
illustrated their proficiency in this
upbeat work. The rapport between
the band was obvious right from the
start of the performance.
THE NEXT two compositions
were solo efforts by guitarist Al

OiMeola and drummer Lenny White.
"Land of the Midnight Sun," the title
track of DiMeola's latest album and
White's "M ating Drive” from his
current solo album, both displayed
the respective composer's admiration
for the vast performing talents of the
individual band members.
Preceding a short intermission,
RTF played an old favorite, "The
Shadow of the Lo," by White. Corea,
the so-called backbone o f the group,
displayed his flare fo r improvisation
on electric piano before he was
joined by the others on their
respective instruments.
The diversity of Corea and RTF
was further demonstrated by Corea's
own composition, "The Romantic
W arrior." After a warm, detailed
presentation
of
the
acoustic

instruments to be used, RTF played a
semi-acoustic number on which the
members switched back and forth
between
acoustic
and
electric
instruments. The extreme intricacy
of this piece genuinely amazed the
audience.
THE CLOSING numbers were
respective solos by Corea on acoustic

piano, DiMeola on acoustic guitar,
Clarke on upright bass and White on
drums.
These solos served as
additional evidence of the band's
talent on acoustic as well as electric
instruments.
Corea and RTF were called back
for an encore by the enthusiastic
audience. On this final number.

Corea left his keyboards and began
jumping around the stage.
During
the performance ^he
individual
band
members
devoted all of their energy and
talents to the music they performed.
This extreme dedication resulted in a
thoroughly enjoyable and satisfying
evening of entertainment.

LASO
(Latin A m e r ic a n Student O r g a nization)
1

A Class One Organization o f the SGA!

pr es ent s

N O S TA LG IA
Y LA 113
A musical play
conceiv ed by MYRNA COLON
to mark the discovery of Puerto Rico!
(Our 4 8 2 n d Y e a r )

W td ., Nov. 19
C
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HE'S A LL SMILES: Chick Corea, pianist for Return toF orever.relaxes w ith a
soda after the hugely successful Music and Arts Organizations
Commission-sponsored concert Tuesday.
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8 pm
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Free Admission and
Refreshments! COME!
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String Quartet
To Perform
The Montclair String Quartet, a
professional ensemble in residence at
MSC, w ill make its annual free fall
appearance on campus on Sun., Nov.
16 at 4 pm in McEachern Recital
Hall.
Quartet members Jerome
Landsman, violin, Leon Hyman,
viola, and Chaim Zemach, cello, are
on the MSC music faculty. Lisa
Todd, violin, is an MSC alumna.
The program includes three works
distinguished by their contrasting
diversity of style and musical ideas.
The quartet will open the concert
with the " A rt of Fugue" by Bach.
THE SECOND work is "String
Quartet
No.
One"
by
the
contemporary Argentinian composer,
Alberto Ginastera.
The final work on the program is
"Quartet in A minor. Opus 132," by
Beethoven.
FALL CONCERT
The
MSC
Concert
Band,
conducted by William Shadel, will

present a free concert
on Tues.,
Nov. 18 at 8 pm in Memorial
Auditorium.
Featured on the program w ill be a
group of works by Percy Grainger,
"Handel in the Stand," "Y e Banks &
O'Bonnie Doon,” and Childrens'
March." The band w ill also play
"Concertino for Band" by Velke,
"Symphonic
Song" by
Robert
Russell Bennett, "N ight Fantasy" by
Ward, and "The Brass Menagerie" by
Emma Lou Diemer.
IN 1972, Shadel, currently an
associate professor of music here,
received a citation as an outstanding
alumnus.
The clarinetist made a notable
debut at Carnegie Recital Hall. Of his
solo recital at Town Hall The New
York Times said: " ... but fo r those
who like their music, on whatever
instrument, to be a just balance of
sensitivity, imagination, skill and
intelligence, William Shadel fills the
b ill."

pr esents
Special Affairs:
Bids on sale today for Winter Ball
in the Student Center lobby

Cinema:
“ Last Tango in Paris”
M o n ., N o v . 17

8 and 10 pm
Memorial Auditorium
Catacomb:
Disco Catacomb
Wed., Nov. 19 8 pm
Life Hall
Cinema:
“ Dirty H arry’
Mon., Nov. 24
Student Center Ballrooms
(Check time)

Performances, Dances
Help Trite ]
By Janet Bertoldi
Several admirable performances and some exciting
African dance sequences sparked the all-black, student
produced, directed and acted play "N effie’s Dance."
There wasn't quite enough spark, however, to sustain the
too frequently lackluster Philip S. Thomas-directed
production
of
the
trite,
talky
and
mostly
incomprehensible China Clark drama.
"Neffie's Dance" was performed last week in Studio
Theater.
Producer/director
Thomas,
a
senior
speech/theater major, staged the play as part of an
independent study project.
THE BULK of the play seems to rely on the idea that
the eternal love which a woman has for a man will give
her im m ortality. This phrase, like the poem beginning
"There's a tree behind a mountain" and ending with "fo r
love, if needs be, a woman must die," crops up frequently
throughout the drama but neither provides any clue to
the motivation of the action.
This lack of clarity is increased by Clark's attempt to
incorporate too much into one vehicle. Though the idea
of reincarnation is stressed, there are smatterings o f love
poetry, revolutionary philosophy, and even some
watered-down feminism.
The end result is a garbled and hackneyed dramatic
concoction which leaves the audience somewhat
bewildered. The play's uncertain and spasmodic
construction presented producer/director Thomas with a
Herculean task.
PART OF the mystification of the play stems from the
erratic and poorly planned appearances of the various
characters, which allow no real audience involvement with
any o f them. Because of this, the Friday night audience
laughed at what was intended to be a serious love scene.
On her wedding day in 1969, 25-year-old Neffie
Henderson and her father are shot in church by her fiance
Am iri, a nationally known revolutionist. The action
during the shooting is so confusing, however, that it is
impossible to tell who is shooting whom, or why.
The action in the village revolves around the summer
dance, an annual ritual in which the young virgins dance
for the men they are to marry. Neffie, presumably dead
and now resurrected, has yet to participate in the dance
since she awaits the return of Prince Am iri, her lover.
Because Neffie has never danced the villages think she is
strange but consider her "g ifte d " because she can
commune with nature.
AM IRI RETURNS to Neffie but his father disapproves
of the match. Neffie is torn between joining Ba-3a the

sorcerer at his mountain retreat where she w ill gain
im m ortality or dancing for Am iri. She chooses Am iri, but
Katibu, another warrior also in love w ith Neffie opposes
the marriage and kills Am iri in a duel. The play ends with
Neffie and Am iri, both presumably dead now, running
towards each other and embracing.
Michele Hartsfield as Neffie is an extremely attractive
young woman who possesses a graceful and poised stage
presence. Unfortunately, she was forced to recite such
ridiculous line as "M y love is like the sea ... I want to feel
your warm body next to mine" and "M y mind belongs to
the wind, my body to the earth." Hartsfield tried
valiantly but her lack of vocal variety and a tendency to
race through long passages hindered her performance.
Pat Black as Neffie's acid-tongued mother gave an
extremely credible and warm performance. She was
especially crisp and tart in her disapproval o f Am iri,
explaining that "A ll these niggers calling themselves
revolutionists-that must be another word for 'I don’t
want to w o rk."'
PHILIP BENSON was forceful and strong as Amiri's
father, the sage and stately king of the village, and he and
Matthews had a few very dynamic and emotional scenes
together, directed with a sure hand by Thomas.
Frances Tinsley's portrayal o f Neffie's sensitive and
sympathetic grandmother was touching.
Darrell Brown gave a strong performance as Neffie's
disappointed and berating grandfather.
Despite the sensitivity evident in much of the acting,
too many of the scenes were hampered by the inaudibility
of many of the lines and this added to the already
confusing drama.
THE MUSICAL ensemble which provided poorly
performed classical background music, to supposedly
enhance the more dynamic scenes only served to drown
out the actors. John Carrington's moving monologue as
Neffie's brother, for instance, was larely inaudible.
However, the Afro Ballet Ensemble and drummer Elliot
Farms provided exciting entertainment in the tribal dance
sequences and injected an energetic and vibrant spirit into
this otherwise lifeless vehicle. The costumes by Paula Yoo
Johnson and Shirley Thomas were well done, especially
the superbly colorful tribal dress costumes.
Thomas' production of "Neffie's Dance" was marked
by a tremendous amout of effort and interest on the part
of the performers in trying to overcome the obstacles o f a
lim ited budget, minimal experience in theater and a
confusing, poorly written play.

Lectures:
C LU B and BSCU present
lecturer Sam Greenlee and his film
“ The Spook Who Sat by the Door”
Thurs., Dec. 4 8 pm
Student Center Ballrooms
Lectures:
Gene Rodenberry,
creator o f “ Star T re k ”
lecture and film clips
Mon., Dec. 8 8 pm
Memorial Auditorium
Catacombs:
Last Catacomb of the semester
Wed., Dec. 10 8 pm
Life Hall Cafeteria
CLUB is presently scheduling for next semester.
We need your suggestions. The next general board
meeting is Thurs., Dec. 4 a t 4 pm in the Student
Center meeting rooms on the fourth floor.

HE'S SPEECHLESS: Adam Darius, noted American mime, w ill perform in Memorial Auditorium on Fri.. Nov. 14 at
8:30 pm as part o f the cultural programming office's "Events in the A rts " series. Darius is the only globally acclaimed
mime artist to emerge from the United States. He has chalked up several firsts in his field and played to enthusiastic
audiences in extensive tours to over 30 countries on five continents. Admission to the performance cost $1.50 with
SGA ID and $2.50 for others.
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rama

C oarse, VulqAR
By Debbie Kaslauskas
"Lamppost Reunion," despite a
brilliantly realistic set design and
dialogue as coarse as the splintering
floor, doesn't quite make it as a
barroom drama.
Subtitled "a new play about a kid
fro m
H o b o ke n ,"
"Lamppost
Reunion," presents some aspects of
life that have undergone dramatic
changes since 10 years ago. However,
because of the flimsy plot and anticlimactic character study, the main
point is diluted and the play becomes
nothing more than a study in
slovenly vocabulary.
FOR THE most part, the Louis La
Russo II play focuses on Biggie
(Danny Aiello), the owner of the
Lamppost Bar, who bears anger and
resentment toward Fred Santora
(Gabriel Dell). Biggie is resentful
because
Fred
deserted
their
neighborhood singing group and
supposedly stifled his career as a
singer.
Fred is the aging, successful singing
star who has neglected his buddies
and comes back searching for
something or someone who w ill fill
the void he feels within him.
The other characters, except for
Jobby (George Pollock) Fred's body
guard and "number one asshole,"

have either cheated their way to
success by ripping o ff defenseless
people
like
Tommy
(Frank
Bongiorno)
or
have
"drunk
themselves into oblivion" like Mac
(Tom Signorelli, who stood-in for
Frank Quinn) "the dirty Irish
bastard."
LARUSSO'S DECISION to make
"Lamppost Reunion" a hard-nosed
comedy is a poor one. "That
Championship Season ” proved that
reunions are tragically and p itifu lly
sad on occasion. LaRusso seems to
have a similar feeling but buries it so
deep in ribald street language that the
play
loses a good deal o f its
potential impact.
The interaction between Biggie
and Fred is watered down by the
hard core humor of Mac, who is
very funny but constantly interrupts
the sometimes crucial dialogue with
his perverted proverbs.
It doesn’t really matter that Fred
is made to resemble Frank Sinatra,
because LaRusso never makes his
reasons for basing the play on "a kid
from Hoboken" completely clear.
DIRECTOR SIGNORELLI has
performed miracles with LaRusso's
drama, imbuing it with spanking
realism and spontaneity, especially
during the barroom brawl scenes.

CUTTING WORDS: George Pollack Heft) as a cruel, cynical bodyguard fo r a famous pop singer (Gabriel Dell, right)
hurls abuse at Frank Quinn as the resident derelict in a seedy Hoboken bar during "Lamppost R eunion," a new play by
Louis LaRusso II now playing a t The L ittle Theatre, New York City.
Robert U. Taylor's set strongly
resembles those outdated "fo r men
o n ly” bars w ith faded autographed
pictures,
sports
banners,
girlie
calendars and weathered furniture.
The quality of the acting varies.
Dell made a few unforgivable
blunders such as flubbing several lines
which were obvious mistakes. Aiello

gave a convincing performance as
Biggie and if it wasn’t for the poor
script would easily have been superb.
ALTHOUGH THE character of
Mac was a mistake only in terms of
hindering the author's message,
Signorelli played his part with
flowing ease. His obscenities were

articulated
w ith
the
utmost
spontaneity, supplying the comic
effect that LaRusso must have
intented.
"Lamppost
Reunion"
is not
recommended
fo r
intellectual
entertainment but if you enjoy raw
barroom lingo and a few laughs you
w ill be m ildly pleased w ith this play.

Hopkins as Smith: A Knockout Performance
By Tom Malcolm
Linda
Hopkins,
a powerful,
moving, big-voiced gospel singer,
gives a knockout performance as
Bessie Smith in "Me and Bessie," a
musical tribute to the legendary blues
singer now playing on Broadway at
the Ambassador Theatre.
Hopkins is extraordinarily fine
both as herself with gospel and as
Smith w ith blues. During the finale,
the audience comes screaming and
cheering to their feet as she pulls out
all the stops with the spiritual
"T rou ble ." She conveys Intensity,
feeling and sheer power the likes of
which few if any singers today can
even begin to approach.
HOPKINS BEGINS the show,
which is more nearly a concert than a
musical drama, accompanying herself
on an organ for the spiritual " I Feel
Good." " I ain't Bessie," she says,
"b u t I got a whole lotta Bessie in
me." She then goes on to explain
that both she and Smith grew up in
the poor rural South, but that she
came up with gospel while Smith
turned to "s in fu l" blues and pop. She
then launches into still another
spiritual, “ God Shall Wipe A ll the
Tears A w ay," before turning to the
Smith numbers.
The show's authors (Hopkins and
Will Holt) wisely chose to include
spirituals, H opkins'forte, as well as
blues songs since, despite the
reverence the show has for Smith,
Hopkins comes across as an even
greater talent.
Like she says, Hopkins ain't Smith,
and she doesn't try to imitate her. In
fact, not only is Hopkins' singing
vastly different from Smith's, the
musical accompaniment too is far
removed
from
the
minimal
instrumental
work
on
Smith's
recordings.

THE ON-STAGE band, under the
direction o f Howlett Smith, is more
1970’s Broadway rock than 1920’s
country blues but no matter, for they
p r o v id e
s im p ly
g lo rio u s
acco m pa nim e nt
for
Hopkins'
booming voice. Again, the show seeks
not to imitate Smith but to pay
tribute to her artistry with artistry
every bit as fine in its own right.
Hopkins occasionally shares the
spotlight w ith two young, dynamic
singer/dancer performers, Gerri Dean
and Thomas M. Pollard, who stood-in
for Lester Wilson. They join Hopkins
in singing and dancing to a peach of a
tune called "N ew Orleans Hop Scop
Blues,"
making
it
a genuine
show-stopper.
Both
Dean and Pollard are
consummate dancers and Wilson's
fu n k y ,
c o n s ta n tly
gyrating
choreography provides them ample
opportunity to wow us with their
supple,
rhythm ic
movements.
Occasionally Hopkins joins the two
for a dance routine. She really breaks
the audience up as she does the bump
with Pollard and even funnier Is a
kind of dance contest between her, a
poor, clumsy dancer at best, and
Dean, who is, of course, superior.
HOPKINS DOES most o f the
better
known
Smith
numbers,
including the blues classic "Nobody
Knows You When You're Down and
O u t,"
"Empty Bed Blues” and
"Gimme a Pigfoot." She's right on
target with her hideously affected
mannerisms and nasal whine as she
mocks the white torch singers of the
day who tired to imitate Smith
during “ A Good Man is Hard to
F ind." She then rips Into her own
vocal style on the same number and
the jo lt o f the change is enough to
knock your socks off.
She changes many o f the lyrics to

make quite a different version of the
b lu e s /ja z z
standard
"T 'a in 't
Nobody's Bizness if I Do." As
Hopkins sings it, though, it ’s still a
haughty,
bitter
declaration
of
nonconformity which the audience
can't resist cheering.
Also included in the show are
several of the infamous pornographic
Smith numbers. Hopkins does a
horny, demanding "Put it Right
Here” and a appropriately vulgar
"Kitchen Man," neatly phrasing the
food as sexual metaphor lyrics.
THANKFULLY,
ROBE R T
Greenwald’s direction never becomes
maudlin or excessively romantic;

rather, he has Hopkins emphasize the
spirit and strength o f Smith rather
than the hard knocks she suffered.
While some of the songs are
depressing ("Mama D o n 't'lo w ," "D o
Your D uty"), there are also included
upbeat tunes such as "Trombone
Cholly," "There'll Be a Hot Time in
the Old Town T onight" and a calmly
philosophic
tune
which
begins
thusly: "Y o u ’ve been a good ole
wagon, Papa/But I'm sorry to tell
you you done broke down."
Hopkins opens the show in a
magnificent floor length, Biblical
looking blue and white gown. She
then changes to Pete Meneffee's
gaudy plumed hats and 1920's style

dresses and she's outrageously campy
as she struts and prances about in
them.
There are no scenes or settings as
such in "Me and Bessie," but for
some reason Greenwald had Donald
Harris design a huge, somewhat
distracting and distinctly ugly sign
which just sits on the stage and
proclaims the name o f the show.
"Me and Bessie" offers a chance to
hear a tru ly great contemporary
singer who has yet to enjoy the
renown she deserves. The show also
offers one the chance to get
acquainted with some classic blues
songs and the woman who made
them great.

C lub Form s to S hare Ideas
By Joanne Swanson
"O ur goal is to create an atmosphere where student
poets w ill feel free to share work w ith each other in an
environment where a sharing of ideas w ill create better
works," Laurie Velger, organizer o f the newly-formed
Poetry Club, said.
"The members of the club w ill talk w ith people
involved in the same art form who share the same
enthusiasm. It w ill be poets talking about poetry," Velger
continued.
THE POETRY Club originated with Velger, literary
editor of Quarterly, under the guidance of Dorothy Rudy,
assistant professor o f English. As an organization, they
hope the club w ill encourage and guide members as well
as expose their talent to their peers and possibly to the
reading public.
The club's plans include the organization of student
poetry readings. They also hope to make members aware
o f competitions and the possibility o f being published.
Pending classification as a second class organization of the
SGA, they hope to obtain enough money to invite
professionals to the campus for poetry readings and
workshops which w ill be open to the entire campus
community.

Velgar hopes that the club w ill eventually be able to air
readings by club members and local professionals over
WMSC. Darrell Spencer, a member o f the club as well as a
DJ for the radio station, plans to host readings during his
show which airs regularly on WMSC.
SEVERAL MEMBERS of the club, including Velger
and Spencer, have already been published. In addition,
the y
hope
that
John Drozd,
Quarterly's
"poet-in-residence" and member of the club, w ill also
soon be published. According to Velger he is a "very
promising talent."
Velger's own talents have been recognized most
recently by Mademoiselle, when she placed as a finalist in
the annual poetry competition. Some o f her poetry was
published earlier this year by the International Women's
Arts Festival, organized in conjunction w ith the Lhited
Nations program of activities for the International
Women's Year. Velger also participated in a poetry
reading at TownHall in New York City last spring which
included noted poet N ikki Giovanni.
The Poetry Club meets every Monday at 3 pm in
Partridge Hall room 308. Membership Is open to anyone
with an interest in writing poetry.
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Booters End
With 2-0 Victory
By Lonny Cohen
MSC's soccer team finished up its
1975 season with a well played 2-0
victory over the New York University
Violets at Brookdale Park Tuesday.
"We were bringing the ball up in a
professional manner” commented
assistant coach Tony Bove. "B u t we
were rushing our moves once we got
inside the 18."
THE SHORT pass game that Bove
was so happy with yielded fru it at
6:03 of the opening half when Blair
Connelly took a give and go pass
from Cayetano Bastidas and faked
around a remaining defender to slip a
10-yard shot under Violet goalie Max
Chicoye into the right corner.
MSC continued to dominate the
initial half with the short accurate
passing that Bova termed "o ur best
midfield play of the year."
The Indians added an insurance
goal at 17:42 when Hank Cicchelli
sent a pass from midfield to Bastidas
at the 18-yard line. Bastidas dinked
one defender and seeing goalie
Chicoye defending the left corner
just popped the ball into the upper
rightside.
THE TRIBE almost iced the game
away soon after when captain Bill
Gaertner took a breakaway against
the Violets only to rush his shot at
the last instant and wind up with a
goalie ball.
Chicoye added a thrill to the
contest when Ron Boehm ripped a
shot towards the right corner and the
tested goalie came up with an
"extravagapt" save.
. 4
The second half found the Violets
contesting the Indians with more
success around the midfield area and
produce several scoring opportunities
of their own, only to be frustrated by

the Tribe's defense and goalie Bob
Mykulak, who otherwise had an easy
day.
A
BIG
REASON
for
the
ineffectiveness of the NYU offense
was that it were missing a number of
starters due to exams.
"They were a better team than
they showed" stated on MSC player,
"B u t I think we would have beaten
them anyway. We had just found out
that we didn’t receive a post season
bid and a lo t o f the guys realized that
they were playing their last game and
they wanted to make it a good one."
The victory finished MSC's record
at a respectable 7-5-0. But the story
of the season was one of a constant
uphill battle.
The
Indians
suffered
severe
offseason
losses
when
Manny
Schellsheid left to coach at the Pan
Am games, Tony Vechionne left the
goalie position open by transferring,
the graduation o f last year's leading
scorer Dick Moore and the loss of Al
Polito due to a new eligibility ruling.
After a disappointing one goal loss
to Glassboro State College the team
"couldn't
seem
to
get
itself
together." Combined with constant
changes at the goalie position MSC
went to midseason before it began to
recover its form.
"The biggest change was having
Bob Mykulak change from the
defense to the goal. He really
steadied
us
down"
explained
Gaertner.
But two big one-goal losses to
Upsala College and William Paterson
College, the NJSCAC champ, mired
the Indians into second place in the
NJSCAC and nullified their chances
for a post season bid.
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READY TO GO: The Squaws are now prepared to enter the Middle Atlantic Field Hockey Championships beginning
today a t Millersville State College. Pictured le ft to right are (front row) Myra Graziano, Cindy Beradino. Tracy Brown,
Santa Pr-ndolfo and Debra Martin; (middle row) Dawn Lacey, Jane Polasik, Carol Mazujian, Patty Carty and Roxanne
Coles; (rear row) coach Donna Olson, Kim Stone, Muriel Chappel, Karin Dahlstron and Anna Wimberg.
"OUR OFFENSE produced (led
the conference in scoring with 31
goals)
but
our
defense
had
breakdowns at crucial times," (such
as FDU when MSC blew a well
played one goal lead by allowing two
FDU goals within 30 seconds) related
Bove.
"N ext year our practices will be a
little more disciplined" continued
Bove.
"The players didn't really take the
practices as seriously as they should
have" added Gaertner. " I t wasn't the
coach's fault, its up to each
individual to get psyched for a
practice or game."

Entertainm ent
presen ts

PARTY
T h u rs Nov. 2 0
Student Center
Ballrooms
Admission $1

Delaware Pecks
Squaws in Finale
By John Delery
"They were devastating," was the
only way coach Donna Olson could
describe the University of Delaware
field hockey team which had just
whipped her MSC squad, 5-1.
"The
game
was
definitely
dominated by Delaware," Olson
explained. "There is no doubt in my
mind that they were the best team
we have faced all season."
That is pretty heavy praise when
you think that the Squaws have gone
up
against
such
perennial
powerhouses as Glassboro State
College and Rutgers University.
IT DIDN 'T take long for the Blue
Hens to send MSC down to its second
defeat of the season. Julie Grandell,
who menaced the Squaws defense all
day long, snuck her first of three
goals past Tracy Brown, with only
two minutes gone in the game.
After that the Squaws stifled the
Blue Hens, until Grandell put
Delaware up 2-0 with only 50
seconds left in the first half.

hockey game and you don’t win a
game by playing well in spurts.
" I can't help think though, that we
are
looking
forward
to
the
tournament and our mind just wasn't
on this game," Olson remarked.
The tournament Olson is talking
about is the Middle Atlantic Field
Hockey Championships beginning
today at Millersville State College.
The 16-team tournament is single
elimination but each team w ill have
two matches on Thursday. The
championship will be decided on
Sat., Nov. 15 at 1 pm.
The Squaws open up against fifth
seeded
Ursinus
College
this
afternoon. However MSC's chances
dissipated somewhat with the loss
this week of Dawn Lacey. Lacey who
has been a starter all year, pulled a
leg muscle and is expected to miss
the entire championship series.

"Delaware is a very well rounded
team," Olson noted. "They played
very aggressive hockey. They are
extremely quick and are possibly the
most skilled team we have faced in a
long time. They also have a potent
offense."
THE BLUE HENS made Olson eat
her words in the second half by
scoring three more goals to push their
season's record to 8-3.
Left wing Cindy Griese, center
Jeanne Pimberton and Grandell all
contributed to Brown's longest day
of the campaign.
MSC's only goal of the day came
o ff the stick of Kim Stone but it was
too little too late. Olson wasn't
concerned.
"WE HAD our moments," Olson
said. But there are 60 minutes in a

Donna Olson
We Had Our Moments
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E a r ly Tourneys
No S w e a t fo r M S C
"We d o n 't put much emphasis on these tournaments," wrestling
coach Larry Sciacchetano remarked. "They're just scrimmages to
get ready fo r the season.It’s more an idea of getting in shape rather
than winning trophies.”
Sciacchetano was refering to the Trenton State College wrestling
tournament held this past weekend, in which the Indians placed
third. MSC sent 12 participants, mostly freshmen, to compete in
this preseason event.
OUT OF the dozen wrestlers who went only three are probable
starters on the team this year. Most of the All-Americans sat out the
Trenton State match and w ill wrestle this weekend in the Seton Hall
University tourney.
" I offered the guys on the team a choice as to whether they
wanted to go to Trenton State last week or Seton Hall this
weekend." the coach explained.
MSC HAD many individual triumphs, led by freshman Ken
Mallory's first place in the 134-pound weight class. Mallory also tied
in the voting for the outstanding wrestler award for the tourney.
Sciacchetano feels that Mallory is an excellent grappler who has a
great future w ith the Indians.
Others who did well were Indian Captian Greg DiGioacchino
(158) second place, Alex Martelo (167) third, Dave Specter (177)
third, and John Stoll (190) fourth.
Sciacchetano was also very happy w ith the performance of the
freshmen who participated.
"A L L OF the freshman wrestled well fo r their inexperience," he
remarked. " I ’m really pleased w ith the way things have been going."
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

UP AND OVER: K it Roszko takes a jum p on her horse. Roszko was reserve champion high p o in t rider a t the
MSC-sponsored horse show Sunday.

Catacomb
presents

Roszko Wins Riding Honors;
Equestriennes Host ¡Show
Trophy. SGA president Manny C.
MSC's financially-hindered Riding
a state college can't afford.
Menendez presented the large silver
MANY SCHOOLS such as West
Club highlighted its season w ith an
cup.
Point, Adelphi and Centenary have
impressive
performance
in
its
The club vied against more than
their own stable right on campus
intercollegiate
horse
show
at
350 riders from 31 Eastern colleges where they practice two or three
Overpeck County Park Sunday as Kit
including West Point, Princeton and
hours a day. The MSC team rides
Roszko, an MSC senior won reserve
F a irle ig h
Dickenson.
Sixteen
only one hour a week at a local
champion high point rider of the day.
members competed for MSC's club stable.
Roszko took the championship
which has nearly doubled since the
Another thing MSC lacks is a
after breaking a four-way tie at the
beginning of the semester. The team coach. For the big schools riding is
end of
the grueling day of
scored a total of 46 points fo r the treated in much the same way as
competition. She combined a first
day, 11 points more than it scored at football or basketball with special
place in open horsemanship on the
facilities, a coach and daily practice
its previous show.
flat
with
a second in
open
horsemanship with fences to take the
MSC's biggest problem is money, sessions.
The MSC team is looking forward
honor.
riding being one of the most
OTHER MSC equestriennes also
expensive sports in the world. A to a successful season in spite of its
fared well. Donna Cece and Chris
riding o u tfit alone can easily cost financial problem. The 46 points
Monto took first places in different
$200 or $300. Then add another scored last Sunday puts it close
divisions of advanced walk-trot.
$400 fo r a saddle and bridle and behind the top schools and brightens
Amy Kroll took third in beginner
anywhere from $800 to $30,000 for its chances of making the regional
walk-trot-canter, Linda Resotko was
a horse itself. It all adds up to a price finals. -- K roll
fifth in advanced walk-trot canter
and Nancy Smith finished fourth in
advanced walk-trot.
Janet Cawthrone was third and
Harry Morales fourth in beginner
walk-trot while Linda Hepbrun finished
sixth in alumni-flat and fourth in
alumni-fences.
THE SHOW, held at the spanking
new arena in Leonia, was sponsored
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
by the Riding Club and funded by a
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,C00. Current list of
$2000 SGA grant. In addition to its
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.
regular horsemanship classes the club
added a special SGA Challenge
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UNCLAIM ED SCHOLARSHIPS

THE ONLY

IN SKI EVENTS
ARE THE ONES
WHO DON'T

11275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025
□ I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.

P L E A S E RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIM ED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:

Admission 5(K
C o ÌFee , T ea

Name__
Help us help you have fun
and incidentally cut your
skiing costs up to $500.
Support the U S. Ski
Association and see how
proud you'll be of the
money you’ll save. For information, write: Skiing
USSA Style, 1726 Champa, Denver, Colorado 60202.

Address.
C ity.

.State.

(California residents please add 6% sales tax.)
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Cornerbacks'
Presence Felt
By Steve Nuiver

starting every since. He has been
named to the all-con'erence team
twice. Clnistadore has also been t
member of that squad.
"TH EY
EACH
know
the
techniques
and
have a good
knowledge of the game,” Boston
remarked, "They also have the
mental toughness it takes to be a
good college player and a pro
prospect."
"We have a lot of experience,"
Christadore
said.
"We've
been
working on our pass cojverage
techniques for years."
"We're ready to react to all
situations in a game because there’s
not much we haven't seen," Giblin
added.
THE TWO defenders differ in the
way
that
they
handle
their
opponents. The coach feels that both
methods that they use are effective.
"Christadore's biggest asset is his
defensive savvy," he said "He's a very
aggressive, vicious tackier and he
makes good contact. He’s a real
crowd pleaser who like to make the
hard h it."

Barry Giblin and John Christadore
don’t say much verbally during the
course of a football game but their
opponents will certainly hear from
them on the field.
"They're more the follow what I
do and not what I say type football
players," defensive coach McKinley
Boston said refering to his two
starting senior cornerbacks,
THE DEFENSIVE backfield duo
have anchored an MSC secondary
that have allowed an average of only
78 yards per ball game in the air. At
this point the entire defensive unit is
ranked third in the nation in College
Division 3
"O ur secondary is one of the
strongest points on the team," Giblin
said. "I played at Maryland for a year
and our secondary now at MSC is as
good or better than the one I p ayed
with there and two of them were
drafted by the pros."
Both have been playing together
on the Indian defense for some time.
Giblin came to MSC from Maryland
in his sophomore year and has been

Staff
Picks
Kean
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(MSC - Glassboro State Picks on p. 16)

Of course there’s no such thing
as an “ unbiased” paper. But if
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FAST START: Jim Gwathny (32) gets loose on the first play o f the game for an 11-yard gain against Jersey City State
College Saturday at Sprague Field. Gothics' Paul Brennan (78) heads him off.
" I like to play a relaxed game,"
C hristadore
said
"I
enjoy
intimidating people but I don't like
to be intimidated back. Sometimes
I'll be more intent on hitting than
tackling and I'll miss."
BOSTON SAID that Giblin, on the
other hand, is a sure tackier who
always brings his man down.
"Sometimes I think I play too
conservative when I should have
gambled," Giblin said, " I 'll make the
tackle but I'm not going to cause
many fumbles."
"Probably Giblin's biggest asset to
the team is his pass coverage,"
Boston said. This year the 6-foot-2,
190-pound defenseman has four
interceptions to lead the team.
ANOTHER STRONG point of the
two cornerbacks is their ability to
help out on the run.
"They do a good job in backing up
the linebackers and the defensive
line," the coach commented.
"We can read the offensive guard
to tell if it is going to be a pass or
run ," Giblin said.
“ If the guard pulls up we know i t ’s
going to be a pass," Christadore
added. "B u t if he fires out we can
expect a run."

SILC Activities A
Change of Pace
The Student Intramural Leisure
Council (SILC) has something for
everyone during the months of
November and December. It is
providing a wide range of activities
that should interest a great many
students.
Every Wednesday night from 7 8:30 pm slimnastics, exercises and
conditioning for the purpose of
toning up muscles, are held. Prior to
that from 6-7:15 pm inner tube
water polo is conducted in Panzer
pool. This is a free for all with
different teams playing every week.
A FIVE-MAN basketball game is
held every weeknight at 7 pm except
Thursday. Forty teams have already
signed up for this event. There is
open volleyball every Thursday night
at 8 pm, and Mondays at 4 pm
bowling leagues are conducted at
Bowlero Lanes.
Fridays at 8:15 pm coed floor
hockey is played in College High
Gym. Everyone is invited and all
equipment is provided except for the
sneakers.
Panzer Pool is open daily Monday
through Friday from 2-4 pm and the
weight rooms are available from

h

Monday through Thursday, 3-9 pm.
All interested students are urged to
come and utilize the facilities.
A LOT MORE students have heard
about SILC and what we do," related
SILC chairperson Mary Ellen Mahan.
"Therefore there is a lot more
participation in many of our
activities." She added, “ We have a
special event every other Monday
which has made people more aware
of our organization."
SILC is sponsoring a trip on Tues.
Nov. 18 to Madison Square Garden
to see the Knicks play the Trail
Blazers. The cost is $5 per person and
there is a limited number of tickets
still available.
On Mon., Nov. 24 a ping pong
tournament w ill be held at noon. It is
still open to participation so anyone
interested should sign up in the SILC
office on the fourth floor of the
Student Center. On Wed. Dec. 3
there will be roller skating night at
the Montville Skating Rink. A
badminton tournament w ill be held
in the gym on Thurs., Dec. 4 at 8:30
pm.
"We would like to see greater
participation by the students,"
Mahan commented.

Sports Scene
H A N K GOLA

On P h an to m Fans
Too often college sports editors have preoccupied themselves
with being public relations agents for their schools' athletic teams.
They root in their stories and condemn the fans for their lack of
interest in columns.
Most of the time, it's a lo t of garbage. A team with no talent
stinks. It has no one to blame but itself in most cases. If you don’t
execute what you've been practicing all week, you can't point to the
stands for the reason.
FANS D ID N 'T make MSC's football team get o ff to a 1-3-2 start
nor did they have a hand in the Indians' three straight wins since
then.
But Saturday ever;,->g at Sprague Field should be different. The
annual blood-letting between the Indians and Glassboro State
College is the best attraction in the area.
And because the teams are so evenly matched, it's one game
where momentum and attitude may play a big part. That’s why, for
the first time all season, fans should be in the game. Crowd noise
could turn the emotional tide. Unfortunately, it hasn’t been one of
MSC's strong points.
Offensive coach Don MacKay has been feeling it already. The
enthusiastic assistant hasn't slept well since Saturday night and
counting x's and o's in his sleep hasn't helped.
" I FEEL like an electric wire is inside me," he said. "It's the only
thing I can thing about."
Not everyone is expected to be as keyed up as MacKay but it
would be nice to see the MSC side of the field show some lifesigns.
A Sprague Field corwd has to be the most unconcerned, silent
gathering in hfew Jersey football. They seem hypnotized.
Being a fan is a lot o f fun and unfortunately fans make watching
an MSC football game into a 7 pm philosophy course. Most of the
noise they produce comes from brandy bottles smashing beneath
the bleachers.
TWO INCIDENT clear this point up well. The first occurred early
in November last year when a pysched-up Trenton State College
team invaded Sprague Field. Their following was enthusiastic to the
point of outdoing MSC’s larger crowd. A 19-13 Lion upset sent
them home happy.
The second has more to do with Saturday's contest. The same
two teams did battle for the NJSCAC crown last season in
Glassboro, on perhaps the coldest day o f the young autumn.
But the Profs' fans were unbelievable. They took up every seat in
anticipation of one thing - the Profs' first conference title via a
convincing victory.
GLASSBORO STATE gave the fans what they wanted. Marty
McLaughlin gave the Tribe's secondary its and Robbie Reid was
Robbie Reid, scoring a pair of TDs in Glassboro State's 30-6 win.
The celebration carried into the night. Glassboro was all football
until the morning.
MacKay explains the difference in fan support w ith a geography
lesson.
"H ISTO RICALLY THEY always bring a large crow d," he noted.
"They do have a plus, on their side in that there aren't many
diversions down there. You either go to the game or shuck corn.
Here there are so many things you can drive to in 10 minutes and
unfortunately most people would rather go there than to a football
game."

It’s Tim e fo r The
By Al Barton

M O N T C L A R IO N /S ta n G o rllc k

THEY NEEDED: Bob Gardner (35) shakes o f f the last Jersey City State
College tackier, Ray Sailer, and rambles in to the end tone for the Indians' first
TD Saturday. Arnie Johnson (68) follows the play.

all

It's that time of the year. The
bitter rivals meet in the big
Showdown. Usually the title is on the
line. It is the big game, the one on
the schedule that stands out like no
other. I t ’s Ohio State-Michigan,
Oklahoma-Nebraska. Saturday night
at Sprague Field it ’s MSC vs.
Glassboro State College for the New
Jersey State College Athletic
Let
Clary Anderson, a football
coach for the past 34 years and the
headman at MSC explain:
THIS IS what its all about. Two
class outfits going head to head.
Good, clean, hard football, the way it
should be played.”
It is a game with history, a game
w ith memories. Since its advent in
1969 the NJSCAC has always had
either MSC or Glassboro State as its
champ or co-champ.
It is fact that until last season the
Indians had always had at least part
of the crown. And no one at MSC
w ill soon forget the humiliating 30-6
drubbing last year at the hands o f the
Profs.
SPRAGUE FIELD is the home of
the Indians. It lias been the site of
some amazing MSC comebacks to
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Gothics Caught Unprepped
By Hank Gola
MSC center Ralph Betcher was
watching the action from the
sidelines Saturday night. The game
was already a comic affair when
Betcher summed it all up.
"I've never seen a team that has
not come to play as much as these
guys," he said.
ABOUT A L L Jersey City State
College did was to step onto Sprague
Field. MSC took it from there, rolling
up 397 rushing yards in a 48-0 rout.
"The big thing was that Jersey
City did not have a sound plan for
stopping the wishbone," MacKay
explained. "They just gave us the
outside and the o p tion ."
The Indians got going early after
fielding a Gothic punt at the MSC
35-yard line. Jim Gwathney broke
loose around the end for 12 yards to
the 47 and after Bob Gardner tested
the line foi three, Gwathney took
another pitch and went 17 yards.
AFTER AN incomplete pass,
Gwathney scooted for 11 and
Gardner finished it o ff, shaking loose
of three tacklers on a 22-yard path
to the end zone. Pete Horn’s PAT
climaxed the only score the Indians
would need.
But there would be more. MSC
scored the first five times it had the
ball and took a laughable 34-point
spread into the lockerroom. Walt
Roberson finished with three TDs
while Gwathey. Dennis Gunn and
Rich Katzenstein added one each.
That ended all doubts whether the

Tribe would be looking past the
Gothics toward their big game with
Glassboro State College.
"FRO M THE beginning o f the
week we stressed that we weren't
pleased
with
the'
offensive
performance against Trenton State in
our previous game." MacKay noted.
"They had something to prove and
they came out smoking."
In fact, MacKay observed that the
Indians weren't seeing Gothic green,
anyway.
"The team came out with the
attitude that the game would be a
dry run before Glassboro," he said.
"We wanted to run every play as we
were going to execute the next
week."
BUT AFTER the Indians had a
sufficient lead, coach Clary Anderson
substituted liberally.
“ We could have conceivably
doubled the final score," MacKay
said. "B u t we used it as an
opportunity to get everyone in to the
game. I had three tacklers play and
even the third man was dead tired
after it was over."
With Glassboro State's watchful
coaching staff in the press box, MSC
took ample precaution.
‘ WE PURPOSELY didn't show
our total offense. Jersey City State
was giving us a lot o f things,
particularly in our passing. But it
wasn't to our advantage to show the
Glassboro scouts," MacKay sai .i.
Still, the Profs' scouts had to be
impressed.

topple Glassboro State. The last time
the Profs traveled to Sprague they
were
decimated
41-14.
Loud
whispers have it that the Profs cannot
win up north.
"Every year it comes down to this
game," Glassboro State mentor
Richard Wackar relates. "Sure we've
had trouble winning up there but
believe me, there's no jin x ."
The Indians are 4-0 in the league,
the Profs 3-0. Glassboro State has a
rain-out game due next week w ith
hapless Jersey City State College.
Make no mistake, this game is for all
the marbles.
THE INDIANS'
steady defense
w ill have to contend w ith the Profs'
balance and explosive offense. Junior
Mike Cawley runs the show and he
has
a
var i et y
o f weapons.
Hard-charging Gregg Francis is at
fullback and his running mate is
Little All-American Robbie Reid.
When the capable Cawley goes to the
air he does so in the direction of
flanker Rich Giulani and speedy
Felton Jones (33 catches).
Glassboro State has a formidable
offensive line to say the least.
Anchored by senior co-captain Mike
Lisante and massive tackle T.E.
Lawrence (6-foot-5, 260lbs.) it has
bruised opposing defenses all year
long.
It is Reid in particular that is the
real gamebraker. The mercurial back
has torn the NJSCAC apart for three
years now. He has posted over a
1,000 yards rushing in two of these
campaigns. It was his twisting 48

H ow

MSC Romps, 48-0

The Tribe's defense, expected to
be stiffly tested Saturday by Robbie
Reid and company, lim ited the
Gothics to 46 yards, despite the
presence of freshman backs Glenn
Fava and Rich Humphries-. Lineman
Mario Benimeo made the weekly
ECAC all-star team.
"We
still
made
mistakes,
however," MacKay cautioned. "We
w on't get away w ith them against
Glassboro."

G am e
yard run last year that started the
Profs on to their rout of MSC.
AS IF the Profs need it, they have
another offensive dimension. In Dorn
Antonini they have a first-rate kicker.
His booming right leg accounted for
50
points
in
1974.
Anytime
Glassboro
State
gets
to
the
opposition's 35-yard line it is a threat
to light up the scoreboard.
" I f it's at all possible this year's
offense is more balanced than last
year's," offers Wackar. "B u t more so
than ever before this unit makes the
big play."
The Prof defense, headed up by
1974 all-conference picks Norm
Tomasello, Jim Roseburg and Pete
Cappelluti,
is
devastating.
The
defensive line boasts two gigantic
tackles in Jack Conry (250) and Bob
Karpinski (245) and Anderson feels
that MSC's ability to contain these
two men w ill be a key factor.
Both Tomasello and co-captain
Roseburg sat out last weeks win over
William Paterson College. Both were
nursing leg injuries but Wackar is
certain both w ill play against the
Indians. For both Tomasello and
Roseburg, a punishing Bill Bergey
type, Saturday's game is their
collegian finale.
As always, this year's t ilt figures to
be an emotional, hard hitting affair.
Both Anderson and Wackar feel that
the team that commits the fewer
turnovers and mental errors will
emerge the victor. With tw o such
power f ul l y
matched
squads
something has to give.

We See I t ...

HANK GOLA — Gwathney looks
better every game. Sprague Field
helps. In a bone cruncher, MSC 20,

Glassboro State 17.
AL BARTON — The Prof players
are great drinkers (white lightning) as
well as ferocious players. In a superb
battle. Profs 17, MSC 15.
BOB SCHERER — Indian defense
has been tough a ll season and should
key win, barring breaks. In a
dogfight, MSC 7, Profs 6.
JOHN DELERY — Indian defense
is tough, but so is Robbie Reid and
company.
Breaks could decide

but...Glassboro State 24, MSC 20.
BILL McNEIR — Offensive quartet
too much fo r Profs' defense. MSC by
10, 2 4 - 1 4 .
LONNY COHEN—Gwathney's tough,
Roberson is rough, b u t Hooper is
hurt. With a five p o in t home edge,
MSC 22-17.
STEVE NUIVER —Schenauer w ill
have to pass to compliment the
running game i f the Indians are to
win. MSC by two, 17-15.
JOAN R IZZIO — Turnovers play
big part in Profs' win over Indians,
Glassboro State, 14-13.

M O N T C L A R IO N /S u e Castner

GETAWAY: MSC quarterback Randy Schenauer evades the grasp o f Jersey City State College linebacker Frank
Fatinola (68) as MSC's Arnie Johnson (48) and Jersey City State defensive end Chris Sears (87) look on. The Indians
won the game, 48-0.

